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Townhouse Apartment Living for Students
G r e a t  A m e n i t i e s . . .
aCDKOOMe
LMNOIUCM
BCOKOOM
O
BATH
FiitsrFLOor SECOND FLOOR
Your Own Bedroom in 3-Bedroom Units 
Each Bedroom is Individually Leased 
Fitness Center and Heated Pool 
Computer Lab with FREE Internet Access 
Recreation Center/Billiards/Ping Pong 
TV Lounge with 72” Big Screen and VCR 
Walk to Shopping Center and Restaurants 
On SLO City Bus Route 
Convenient Leasing Options 
Reduced Noise Hours After 10PM 
GPA Discount of 5%-10% for Superior Grades 
Full-time Maintenance Department 
24 Hour Staffing for After-Hours Assistance 
NEW! Credit Card Payments Now Accepted
FLOOR PLAN
’ Virtual
Walking distance to Campus!
On-site Tours Weekdays 9am-5pm & Saturdays 10am -2pm 
Poly Open House Weekend: Saturday Et Sunday 10am-4pm
555 Ramona Drive, San Luis Obispo CA 93405
tel 805-543-1450 fax 805-543-1477 www.valenciaapartinents.com
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CLUB BOOTH LOCATIONS
Z (  ) i N l i  A  * Associai 11) S i UDKNIS 1n( . • CALI) touNc II • (^M I’oiY I n .id  
Hoc KEY c luii • C ai Poiy Swinc ( ' ium • ( ' ai Poiy Symi-iiony • Clom-.ca, oi 
Liherai Arts S tudtnt Caiunc ii • Di i ta Sic.ma Li • D i.sk.n Buiid Instiil ii oi 
Amtrk:an • H n i I  NIC AMiaucAN CIrcani/ aiion • N ationai Sch itiy ot H omi 
Buiidt.rs • Persian S iudents oi (^ai Poiy • Poiy ( a)n • Socii iy oi 
Automohui Hnc.im i  rs • S iudtni c:iiai>ti r oi-ALSA • 1'au Bi ia Pi •
TomailAciiKAi • U niversity C rai’Hics Systems • Assoc iaitd S ie d i .m s  Inc .*
( 'ALD c:ouNCTi « C ai Poiy Liei d Hoc key c:i.uiì • C ai Po d  Sainc. ( a c u  • C ai 
I’OIY SyMI’I lONY • ( ' oi 1 ECE ot I.lllERAI Ar ESSeUDENT C o I \ t  11 • I )l 1 E\ Sic ,M A Pi
• D isicn Buiid iN s in u i i  oi American • H hienic Amirk ■ O icca.ni/.aiion •
N attonai SocTEiy oe H omi Buiiders • I'ersian S il di m  >i C ai IVhy • Poiy 
C on • Sck:ieey oe Automodii i Lnc.iniers • S tudeni C haimi r oi AI SA • i au 
Beia Pi • Tomadac hkai • U niversiiy Grai'eiics Sysiems Z O N E  Ji • Air 
C oni iiiTONiNc AND P.e;i Rica ration • Airma Karra D ei ia I’tii • Airiia K arra Psi
• Ai RH.A O micteon I'l »A iriia Sic,ma Pi • Airha INi O mec.a ( imi atri i ie, ic) »
.^ME,R1CAN C hefir Al Soc ieiy • Americ:an Indian S tudeni Assoc iaiion •
American Institute oe Arc HTricrTURi; studenis »Amirk an Soc ii iy c>i 
M echanic:ai Lnc.ineers » Americ:an S tudent Dentai Assoc iaiion » Asian 
American C hristian Lei i owshir » Asian and Pac iek Isi andi r S iude.m
l.EADERSEIIR » ASSOC lAI'ED STUDENTS IN PlANMNC. » AssOC lAII I) S TUDI N 1 S OI 
C'ONST RUCTION M ANACa.MEN 1 » BADMINTON » BlO MEDIC AI pNCaNIERINc;
Society » C al Poiy Accountinc, C eu» » ( ' ai Poiy Democ rais » C ai Poiy 
Fe.nc inc; » C^ Al Poly Kose Fidai » ( ' al Poiy Scx iia C iuk » (^ai ieornea S tudent 
Sustain C oai » C amrus Advoc:ac y S tudeni M entorsiiir Prcktcam » (^AMRUs 
(acusADE » Cm D eltaT heta » (ail Finieon » ('me ano C ommenct.mtni 
C ommittee » C hinese ( ' hris ti.an R tlowshir » C hinisi S iuden t Assoc i.ahon »
Cktllece oe Science and M.attiematic;s A.mhassadors » C ai Poiy ( ' hi trleadinc 
St u n t T eam » C al Poly Da nctT eam » C^ Al Poiy Sr.ac e System » Detta Delia 
D elta » FNcaNEERiNC. Student C ounctl » Fnc.inters W iiiiou i Borders »
Friends oe Shakesrearl Press M useum » C ay, I.esisians, Bisi \ uais U nited »
H isrank Business S tudent Association » Karra Airiia I he ea » I amilda Phi 
Eimlon » Lambì)ATheta Pm » Lambda Cm Airiia » I.u i h i .ran S tudent 
Movement » M ai Pica Pi » M aterials FNcaNEiRiNc Studeni Society » M ath 
C lub » M ustang Band/  W ind O rc hestra » M us tang M ani aca » N oaC lub »
N ewman C ateeoiic: C lub » Nu Airha Karra » Pm Sic;ma Karra » Pilirino 
C ultural Excttange » Polttic:ai Sctenct C lub » Salsa ("tub » Sck iety oe 
H isrank Proeessional Enc.ineers » Sic.ma O mec.a N u » Scktety For  T ec:hnic:ai 
C ommunic:ation » Scxtety lor Bi ac k ENcaNia rs » Soctety lor C ivil 
Encbneers » Scxtety oe Women FNcaNi ERs » Sreec:n C ommunic:atton •
S tattstica C lub » S tudents in I ret Fnierrrise » S tudio Art C lub » I'au Karra 
Eimlon »T ri Beta BioLcxac:ai I Ionors Scxtety » U niversity C hristian 
( k)mmuntty »Vietnamese Studeni Asscx iaiion » Z eta C hi Eimlon 
Airha Cm Sigma » Americ an Indian Sc ii nc l and Enctnelring Scxtety »
Americ:an Marketing Assoctahon » Assoct.atton oe ( ' omruting M achinery »
Biotech C lub » Blac:k Student U nion » C'.al Poly C ollege K lrublic ans » ( ' al 
Poly K adio » CULTUKE » D ei ta Sigma Phi » D ress.ac.e T eam » Financt.al 
M anagement Asscxtation » Future T ruc:k » ( ìamma Phi Beta » H abitat eor
humanity (Poly H abitat) » Indian Student Assoctahon » Industrial and M anueacturing ENcaNEERiNc; » Industrial T ec:hnolcx;y Scxte ty » Ineor.mation Syste.ms Asscx latton » Institute oe 
Elec tronic: AND Elec:t r k :ai Enctneers » In TERc:oLiEcaATE Forestry Achivity • M asters Business Administration » MEC'HA » M inna N o  Anime » (')mega X i D elia » Kobottcs ( T ub » Sigma N u Frai
1
M A IN  STAGE: D E X T E R  LAW N
10 Opening Cemuonies 1
10:30 Mustang Band 1
10:45 GiVf, Lesbian, Bisexual United; Hip Hop Dame 1
10:50 Cal Poly Salsa Club; Free Style Dance 1
11:00 Chinese Student Association; Lion Dance 1
11:10 Orchesis Dance Company 1; Small Ensembles 1
11:50 Chi Delta Theta: Tahitian Dance 2
12:00 Indian Student Association; Bhangra Dance 2
12:10 Cal Poly Suinç Club; Sudn  ^Dame 2
12:25 Orchesis Dance Company II; Concert Dance 2
12:35 ñlipino Cultural Exehanj^ e 1; Choir Song 3
12:45 Cal Poly StuntTeam; Routine
I 'ictnaniese Student Association; Hat Dance
Pilipino Cultural Exchange II; Modern Dance
American Indian Student ^ 'Issixiation //; Pibn Dante
Cal Poly Social Dance (dub; Ball Room Dancing
Lambda Theta Phi; Saluting
Pilipino Cultural Exchange III; Kasayahan
American Indian Student Association ¡I; Film [yatue
Cal Poly Dance Team; Dance Routine
Team Eat the Meat; Pie Fatting Contest
C,al Poly Country Line Dancing Club; Line Dance
Closing Ceremonies and Atmrd Presentation
SexTAL Science C lub • Struc:tural Engineers Asscx:iation OE CA »Team Eat THE M eat »T heta Cm Fraternity »WiTDLiEE C lub Ai
T eam • D elta Eimlon » Intereraternity C ouncil and Panhellenig Asscx:iation » Karra C hi » Karra Sig.ma » Polygoats » Sailing C lub » Sailing T e 
ABM/NAMA • Agricultural Engineerinc; S(x :iety » Ac.riculture C ommunications of Tomorrow  » Alrha Gamma R ho » Asscxtation oe Environ 
Poly Country Line Danc ing » C ai Poiy Equestrian » C al Poiy Rose Floai » C roi*s C lub » C utting and R eining.
Lani)sc:are Industries ( d u u  • Latinos in Agrk ulture » Los Lecheros Dairy C lub » N utrition C lub » Poly C hristian R tlowshir » Poiy Esc:ares • 
R ecreation Administration C lub • R ec:ycte Yourself » Rolier Hcx;key » Sigma Airha » Student World Assembly »T he W heelmen »Turf C lub 
C al Poly T eachers Scxtety » Poly Pac:k » Student C ommunity Servk.es »WOW c:lub »
IA C hi (')mega » Airha Phi » (Fai Poiy Water Ski 
M » Sigma K arra Sorority * Z (> N l ',  L *
MEN i Ai Professionals » C al Poly Veterinary » C ai 
D elta C hi » Earth, Son and W ater C onservahon » Fcxid Sctenc:e ( T ub »
PouiiRY C lub • Power Engineering Scx:iety » 
Vines TO W ines • V ineyardCctt'amrus
Babbo
Pizza 2 or more toppingsMualvigOiiyad
« SV\ces
V \ o r p e
P M
13 Santa Rosa, San Luis Obispo
Take Out • Delivery • Catering
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welœmes 
old and new friends
' )pen House Icstivitics begin with a club preview 
at banners’ Market and continue Saturday w'ith 
I carnival • B\ Eli/%ibeth Engelman
peu Mousi- bniigs coi^ctlicr stiulcnts. pirents. 
tacnltv .iiiJ ilumiii. gi\ iiic tlicm .1 cli.mcc to sei‘ 
tlii- I uest h.ippcnmcs .it ( al l’oiv iiui in San 
I :iiN ( )bi>po.
I h.' ttsmuK's ku k oti witii 1 S.m ' ui' ( >hispo u\k1i- 
ion. 1 ai iiK i-N Market, .\boui ><• . ainpus eluliN will e^t up 
lowiirown umidiu.
I arm -iN . lub pre\ie\\ i'. noi \erv ,Hiblici/ed. but it In 
;iv,i( ;oi he omiminiiN to see wli.ii v il l'oK h.is to 
itler. V >peii I louse ( aiiiiinitlee ( o-; uaii ind agnbuM- 
■less lunior Robert Stonietta a^1d "it is reallv an invitation 
O see I 'peu ! loiise."
\  proper im it.ition to ( al l’oK k v>peii I loiise was sent 
O 'oiKlitionalK .idiiiitted stiulems iiid '.heir parents to 
itteiul Adiiiitted' Stiidents' I’iwu-ns 1 ) i\ 011 bnda\.
Intoniiaoon bootlis \mII be -.e', iip :liroughoui e.inipus 
vith intonii.ition tor p.iivius and suideiirs. The biggest 
“W i i r  ot'Oi, i.(\ is 'f :'uia\ ,\ite 1 m m ’ F lie 
■ ■ III ' ' iiiiniotion!"
Itsi is i i^ ie.it \\a\ toi stiideius to ;ei 
i\\ i\ troni tlieir parents and le.ilK interiet 
Aitli ei.nvnt >ttidents in ,i tiin emiron- 
lient." ( tpen Hoiiso Speei.il I \ents (loniniittee meniber 
nid lournalisiii senior Nicole Stners s.nd "It is re.illy .1 pre- 
\ ie\\ ot the Uni\ersit\ Union with tree .letivities sueli as 
the rock w .ill. bow liiig and .umities in tlie ( a ait Uenter."
U.il l'oK s is tlie oiiK sehool 111 tlie n.ition tliat tifVers 
a 1 rida\ iiiglit .k ti\ it\ tor eoiuiitionalK' admitted stii- 
dents diiring Open 1 loiise. I liis ye.ir. rliev w.inted to iio 
sonietliing th.it woiild .liso .ippe.il to current stiidents.
w -
r i
- M ,
H
open house
W E L C O M E
SCOTT STKBNFR \it siam; oamv 
Students greet state Sen. Abel Maldonado on campus.
■‘We would like it le.ist one .idmitted stiideiit to meet 
w all ,1 eurrent student .ind haw .1 worthw hile conversa­
tion th.it helps decide their hiture.” Stivers s.ud.
rile l\)lv Royal P.irade will coni- 
iiieiii'e S.itui\iiv iiiorning. tiMvehng t'roiii 
CiiMiid Avenue through c.iiiipus to 
berniieter Ro.id .aid Via Carta.
■ riiere .ire .ibout .^ o comiminitv .iiid 
C.il holy clubs 111 the parade." Open 1 louse P.irade 
Coordinator and liberal stiahes tVeshm.in .Allison 
O 'l ears said. "MoperiilK \ isitors .iiid .idmitted stu­
dents c.iii see wh.it they can be iiwolved with in the 
future."
1 hroughout the d.iy. the ()pen Mouse Carnival will 
showcase booths from C'.il I’olv clubs, fraternities ,ind
r
TOM S.ANOFRS M l s I a m ,
A local restaurant chef grills food at a typical Farmers’ Market on 
Thursday night. Today, campus clubs will set up downtown for the 
see Open House, page 7 Open House club preview starting at 6 p.m.
D A Ill
D u're  a w a y  fro m , 'iadiaaî
w a lk in g  d is ta n c e  to  po ly  
- sp a rk lin g  pool
- o n -s ite  m a n a g e m e n t
- s tu d y  roo m
- o n -ca ll m a in te n a n c e  s ta f f
- b e a u t ifu l g ro u n d s  
- c le a n  a p a r tm e n ts
- B B Q  g r ills
check us out at:
wmv. m u r ray staff e na Pts.cej
1262 Murray Street
phone: 805.541.3856 fax: 805.541.5052
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ten House
cominiK'd Jrom page 6 
dcpartmc'ius. Sonic dubs sell food 
and drink, such as Delta C'hi's award- 
winning tri tip. Other dubs provide 
demonstrations and inforniation.
“Having a booth is a great way tdr 
us to get our name out to prospec­
tive and current students,” said Adam 
Linney, bolygoats vice president and 
mechanical engineering junior. 
Polygoats is a 4-wlieel drive dub 
that stacks giant trucks on top ot 
each other around their booth.
The Sailing Club will also partic­
ipate in the parade and carnival. 
Forestry senior Thomas Shoots has 
been a member of the Sailing Club 
since his freshman year.
“Last year the Sailing C'lub col­
lected almost 100 e-mail addresses 
from current and incoming stu­
dents, and we plan on doing the
THURSDAY, APRIL
F ARM FITS' 
MARK F r 
(t^OP.M.
IS
same this year.
Shoots said
"With that we're 
able to keep 
them updated on 
sail days, events 
and club meetings. Open I lousi. 
the perfect opportunity for students 
to ask us questions and reallv get to 
know what our club’s about.'
Although many people think 
Open House is only for prospective 
students, there are many .ictivities for 
CAl Poly alumni. The Alumni 
Association Welcome Mack Booth 
has old yearbooks and memorabilia 
to look through.
This year’s theme is (')ceans of 
Opportunity. The idea was created 
last year as a way to show the end­
less possibilities Cal Poly has to 
offer students. Extracurricular 
activities as well as the ditTerent 
departments will be showcased
FRIDAY, APRIL
FRIDAY 
M  l F INVI FF 
(í^  8 P..M.
during the weekend.
"Open House will keep going 
because it is an e\eiu for people 
who liveil the (.al Pol\' lite to come 
back and relive those times, if only 
for a weekend." t)pen House C!o- 
C'hair and food science junior 
Kachel Barr said.
The University Police 
Department has worked closely 
with the Open House (-'timmittee 
to make sure transportatRin runs 
smoothlv the entire weekend. Open 
House Director of Transportation 
and CYiinimmity Service ORicer at 
UPD l.eon Sheynkman said there 
will be approximately 3,0()0 to 
4,(H)() additional cars on campus
during the event.
" I his is one ot 
the biggest UPD 
e\ents ot the 
y e a r ,  
Sheynkman said.
Open Ihnise visitors will be 
directed to park in the future loca­
tion of the Mount Bishop Koad 
parking lot. Shuttles will be available 
every 3 to .3 minutes tt) pick people 
up and bring them to campus.
“Hopefully they see the campus 
and college life and it will not just 
make their final decision but maybe 
even change their decision from 
another school to Cal Poly,” 
Sheynkman said.
Current students also shared the 
impact that open house had of 
them as freshman.
“When I was young, I knew 1 
wanted to go to C'al Poly,” eco­
nomics and finance senior Casey
Blalock s.iid. " I hen 1 c.ime to 
( ')pen House .iiui fell m lo\e w ith 
the c.impus all iner again.”
Some conditionally atlmitted stu­
dents ilo not know w hat to exfiect 
from Open House, but h.ive high 
hopes for the school ,ind the city.
Jacob F adden, 17, of (dnila Vista 
has beeti conditionally admittetl 
and wants to try and walk on to the 
football team.
“I hope to learn about campus 
life and discover the ins and outs of 
San Luis Obispo,” Fadden said. “ I 
want to get some tips to make the 
transition easier. Seeing the ditTer­
ent clubs will probably make me 
broaden my horizons.”
The Open Fiouse CAnnmittee 
works year-round to ensure the 
annual event runs smoothly. Flyers 
and advertisements are put up 
during fall quarter to recruit 
members.
Go to the
S t u d e n t  V I S A 'C a r d
• limit up (0 $2,000
• N o  annual fee
• Low  annual percentage rate
• N o  cosigner necessary
• Overdraft protection
The Golden 1 
Student Pack
Of the
G o ld e n  1 0 n l in e *
• M ake  speedy transactions C h e c k in g  A c c o u n t  
24 hours a oay
• P ay  bills online
• W ireless account access
• $50 minimum to open
• First order of 175 Golden 1 
Custom  Im age C hecks free
The Student Pack* w o n 't  help im prove yo u r grades, but 
It does give full-time college students the financial 
services they need most, priced to fit a student 's  budget.
N C U A  g o l d e n 1 . c o m
A T M  C a r d o r A T M J C t ie c k  C a r d
• A a e s s  your accounts 24 hours
a day at Golden 1. S T A R ',  Cirrus*. 
V IS A  and C O -O P  networks.
• Make purchases and get cash at 
most major supermarkets, ga s 
stations, convenience stores, and 
restaurants.
I Golden 1 ATM  located on 
Cal Poty C am pus
Open your Student Pack Account today at The Golden I San Luis O b ispo  Office 
located at 852 Foothill Boulevard, For additional information contact our Member 
S e r v ic e C a i lC e n te ra t l- 8 7 7 -C O L D E N I.
hi' ..TcOi: union '.s loilcr.hiv in'-urod h ;hc 
■ iti'-„iiCroi:' t n'on \»l'»-îî>‘'!nîK'!n.
‘M K ' A s !  rt dODKv'}::' 'cr t  ïrgduwjto'('ocveSbcc- S’a':» itfvccs
The G o lden  I is p roud  to  serve 
the faculty, staff, and students o f 
Cal Poly, San Luis O b ispo. ' CKEOI T UNI ON
Service with a Touch’
0 P E N | ¡ H 0 1 J S R
8 Thursday, April 14,2(M)5
c:al po l y  tu ,a i) it io n
RODEO TEAM 
NO.l IN REGION IP ’
{^nindfhtlicr has been a stock contractor for over 50  years, so I ’ve been involved in 
rodeo pretty tnnch since I ivas born. I’ve been conipetinyi since I was about 12.^^
—  LINSAY ROSSER
' i
Cal I’oly has dominated the 
West Coast Region during the 
season and will compete against 
area schools this weekend
Megan Alpers
M U M A N C ; DA IIV
(^il I’oly boasts the No. 1 rodeo 
team on the West C'oast and will 
compete against schools from 
California and Nevada this weekend.
Rodet) is a sport rooted in cow boy 
traditions and includes events ranging 
from ladies' b.irrel racing and go.it 
tying to bull riding and team roping.
Athletes compete individually in 
each s-vent and in turn earn points as 
a team. At the end of the season there 
are regional and natii'iial rodeos spon­
sored bv the Nation.il Intercollegiate 
Rodeo ,‘\sst)ciation. Cal I’oK h.is 
dominated the West Coast Region 
during the se.ison. leading
l’K)th the men's and 
women's team champi- 
onships. I here are 
seven schools in the 
region including
Cuesta College, ÍTesno State and the 
University t)f Nevada, Las Vegas.
"We've been in the lead the wliole 
year," agricultural systems manage­
ment senior Clint C'ooper s.iid. “I 
think this is the best team w'eVe had 
in quite a while.”
Cooper, the team's captain, is lead­
ing the tie-down roping champi­
onship. CA)nstruction management 
junior Hen Londo is the No. 1 bare- 
Ixick rider and leading the men's all- 
around while agricultural business 
senior Marcey Teixeira is leading the 
women's all-around and agricultural 
business senior Cdiarles Martin is the 
No. I team rop-
ing heeler. JUST THE
While rodeo FACTS
is not .111 NCAA The Poly
sport .It U.il I'oly, Royal Rodeo
the te.mi still has two
dr.iws . I.irge perlormances
crowds .iiid h.is this w'eekend,
strong booster Friday at
.ind .ilumni sup­ 2:30 p.m. and
port. Saturday
" lo r the .ig at 5 p.m.
kids, rodeo is 
their sport.”
i
open house
CULTURE
Ctioper said. "Ever\'body comes and 
watches if we have a 
mdeo. W'e usually sell 
out our Saturd.iy per­
formance."
1 )uring rodeos, suc­
cess is measured in seconds. In some 
events competitors must ride a bull or 
a bucking horse for eight seconds, and 
in others they h.ive less than a minute 
to rope a calf or race a horse amund 
three barads.
see Rodeo, page 9
■Í& 0
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Team captain and agricultural systems management senior Clint Cooper wrestles a steer at rodeo practice.
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c o n t in u e d  f ro m  p a ge  8
in many ways, rodeo is like any 
other sport on eainpus. The team 
recruits elite athletes, has a coach 
and members receive scholarships.
On the other hand, rodeo is 
unique because of the tamily history 
and tradition involved.
Both of Camper’s parents com­
peted on the C’al Boly Rodeo Team.
Ben Londt)’s father, Ned, also 
attended C'al Boly and was a 
National Intercollegiate saddle 
bronc champion while competing 
for the Mustangs.
"I grew up around rodeo,” Londo 
said. “ It has been m my family for 
four generations.”
Like C'ooper and Londo, Lins.iy 
Rosser, an agricultural science 
senior, grew up surrounded by the 
rodeti.
".My grandfather has been a stock 
contractor for over 50 years, so I’ve 
been involved in rodeo pretty much 
since I was born,” Rosser said. "I've 
been competing since I was about 
12.”
Rodeos at CLil Boly h,ive been a 
tradition for the past 6.5 years.
"Boly Royal is outstanding,” 
rodeo team coach Frank Mello said. 
“It goes back a U>ng time with a lot 
of good cowboys.”
The Boly Royal Rodeo will have 
two performances during Open 
FTnise. The first will be Frid.iy 
beginning at 2:30 p.m. and Saturd.iy 
at .5 p.m.
Tickets are SH for general admis­
sion and $.5 for students and seniors, 
aiul are available the day of the event 
at the gate.
Gentlemen, start your engines
I he I'ractor Pull Club will 
showcase some ‘serious 
horsepower’ with its two 
tractors in the weekend event
Megan Alpers
M U ST A N d  D A IIY
The 2005 Boly Royal Truck and 
Tractor Bull will return for C')pen 
House on Saturday.
•Members of the Tractor Bull 
(dub, a division of the Agricultural 
Engineering Society, will showcase 
their two tractors: Boly I'hunder 
and Mustang 1 ever.
"I would call tractor pulling a 
serious dispLiy of horsepower,” said 
team adviser and professor of 
bioresource and agnciiltuial engi­
neering department .Mark Zohns. 
“We have some tractors in the 
event that are producing close to 
5.non horsepower
with multiple
engines.”
Tractor pulls date 
back to a time when
O p e n  house
CULTURE
down the length of the 3(»()-fc)ot 
track, it has completed a "full pull.” 
(hmipetitors from all over 
C’alifornia, and as far away as 
Colorado and Idaho will gather m 
San Luis Obispo for the weekend's 
event scheduled for Saturdav at 1 
p.m. across from the crops unit.
This year, the CLil Bob I'ractor 
Bull Team will introduce a new 
crowd-pleaser.
"Our twin-engine tr.ictor. Bolv 
I hunder, is going to run this vear 
for the first time at Open House," 
Zohns said."We came \ erv close to 
having It ready last year, but there 
were some oil pressure problems so 
we couldn't run it."
The team of 15 (Til Bolv stu­
dents travels across the state to 
numerous tractor pulls per year.
"We are the only school that has 
a team that competes in tractor 
pulling,” Zohns said.
The first C'al Boly 
tractor pull took 
place 111 the early 
1 ‘>70s. Since then, si.\
coi'Ri KSY moio
The Tractor Pull Club will run its twin-engine tractor, Poly Thunder, 
for the first time at the Poly Royal Truck and Tractor Pull on Saturday.
tanners challenged one another to modified tractors h,ive been con- 
see whose tractor was able to pull a stria ted bv members of the BRAE 
sled the furthest. As the tractor department, including Mustang 
progressed down the track. Fever, which was built in an equip- 
bystanders would jump on,contin- ment engineering class in IWh. 
iially adding weight. "Once you get behind the
Today, tractor pull sleds are wheel of the tractor you are literal- 
mechanically-driven weight trails- ly and figuratively hooked,” Zohns 
fer machines designed to increase said. "You are hooked to the sled 
the load as they are pulled down and you are also hooked to the 
the track. sport.”
If a tractor can pull the sled "I sat m the seat of .Mustang
Fever a number of times and got 
hooked, so I built my own, " 2004 
Tractor Bull (Tub Bresident and 
BRAE senior David Leinfekler 
said.
His tractor. White Lightening, 
was showcased at last year's tractor 
pull.
Leinfekler and the rest of the 
Tractor Bull (Tub have been prepar­
ing for the Open House pull since 
fall. (Xer the years, club members 
h,ive built all of the bleachers for the 
event's 5,<H)0 spectators.
“Everything you see out in that 
pasture was done by students, with 
a little bit of help from an adviser,” 
Leinfekler said.
Tickets for the event are avail­
able at the gate at noon.
JUST THE FACTS
The Tractor Pull Club will 
host a competition Saturday 
at lp,m. acro.ss from the 
crops unit.
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Lot dosure makes w ay for learning
The library parking lot was 
closed in mid-December for 
the construction of two new 
engineering buildings on campus
Tawny Grace
MUSTANi; DAILY
The parking lot next to the 
library permanently closed Hec. 17 
due to the construction of two new 
engineering huildings.
The closure (.lecreased available 
p u king by 5SO spaces, hut a replace­
ment lot is being constructed along 
.Mount Bishop Koad. where the 
poultry units are cunvntly loc.iied. 
The lot will otter spaces tor
genera! parking and is set to ojuii 
this month.
In the me.mtime. .Associate 
I )irector of the Univcrsiiy I’olue 
1 >epartment (dndv (kimphell 
encourages students to use .iherna- 
uve tiMiisportation. sueh as t.iking 
the bus, riding ,i hike, 
walking, earpoi.hng ' '
and \Miipoolmg to ivt 
to eampiis,
"1 he bus drops you 
at the core." ('amphi ll s.ud. "I low 
eonvenient is that'"
The university .ilso pl.uis to install 
.^ (1 new bicycle i.ieks .irouiui e.mi- 
pus and the police dep.irtment w ill 
specifically etmtrol the .ireas around 
bike racks, C!amphell said.
“People are reluctant to hike or 
bus." C'amphell said. “We have a 
pretty mild climate here. I here are 
verv few days that hikim; becomes a
problem."
Associate I firector of Facilities 
PI.miiiiig and Ckipital Projects Johan 
Uyttcwaal said the 
idan was to build the 
repkuemeiit lot earli­
er, hut past use ol lead 
paint on the poultry 
huiliimpN .md the sw.illows' nest 
ilcl.iveii construction.
I c.id paint is considered ha?- 
.trdous material and the poultry 
huiKlmgs needed spei iai care to 
clean it up.
In the past, the swallows htiilt 
their nests in the old poultry huild- 
mgs. This forced the eonstruction 
workers to wait to begin building 
the new parking lot until the swal-
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I he parking lot located next to the library was closed Dec. 17. The 
closure resulted in the loss of 580 parking spaces on campus.
lows left. After the replacement 
p.irking lot is built, the swallows will 
h.ive to find a dirt'erent place to 
build their nests.
"We couldn't lIo .mythmg 
because of the swallows' nests," 
Uyttewa.il said. "From March 13 
through September 3(), you cannot 
touch the swallows' nests."
Iwo engineering hiiiklings will 
take the place t)f the library: 
Lngineering 4 and the Bonderson 
F.ngineering Pmjects CTmter.
The Engineering 4 building will 
he two stories and house 1 ()(),()(Ml 
square feet of labs, classrooms and 
ortlces, Uyttewaal said. The build­
ing is state-funded and will accom- 
see Parking, page 11
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continued from page 10 
modate for C'al Polys anticipated 
•rise in enrollment in the next three 
•years.
; Alumnus Paul llonderson funded
'the Bonderson Engineering
^Projects Center. The building will
She for senior engineers working on
|their senior projects. It will not have
iclassrooms or offices, hut it will have I •
lab space.
“The really good thing about this 
IS we are going to get an academic 
building for students,” C'ampbell 
said. “We need to have the build­
ings in the campus core and the 
parking on the outskirts.”
Cal Poly also plans to improve 
roadways and walkways leading out 
to the replacement lot. In addition, 
it will install emergency telephones, 
bike trails and bike lockers at the 
new lot. An escort van will make 
stops at the lot.
C.al Poly.also plans to decrease 
the parking constraints by providing 
carpool spaces for staff and faculty, 
Campbell said. Staff and faculty will 
have to register and park in identi­
fied spots. If the carpooling goes 
well with staff and ficulty, there are 
plans to make it available to stu­
dents.
For more information, visit 
www.conmuiteoptions.calpoly.edu 
or call 756-2323.
FREEdom
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Up on the 
hilltop, the ‘P’
keeps watch 
over campus
' . - > ■*
. l  t r  •*«» ^  
'.f
Erica D rum m ond
MUSTANt. D A IIY
For SS years, the C'al Poly “P” has 
served the university and communi­
ty as a focal poiiit of pride, unity and 
school spirit.
Its prime spot makes it a watchful 
eye over the city, visible anywhere 
from Flighway 101 to Grand 
Avenue.
However, sitting on a hill for 8.S 
years is no walk in the park.
Vandalism, pranks and erosion are 
all problems the “P” has grown 
accustomed to, hut to top it all off, 
the stone structure is now slowly 
sliding down the hill.
“The ‘P’ slides about two to three 
inches a year,” said P-Keeper and 
industrial technology senior Scott
Barton. “The whole right side is
being held in by a 
quarter of the dirt — 
it’s just hanging in 
there ... The hillside 
isn’t sturdy.”
In fact, C.al Poly alumnus aiul for­
mer 1*-Keeper Derek Marin said the 
entire hill is the result of a landslide, 
so it’s “not the most stable ground 
there is.’’
Since the “P” was first put up in 
1918, it has been a prime target for 
pranks and vandalism. Students have
^^The ‘P’ slides about two 
to three it ¡dies a year. 
The whole r{i>ht side is 
heinti held in by a quarter 
of the dirt —  it*s just 
hanj i^n  ^ in there. ’  ’
— SCOTT BARTON, P-KEEPER
when a student took a sledgeham­
mer to it and broke otFsix feet.
While the attacks on the structure 
may seem somewhat harmless, they 
cause a great deal of frustration to 
those who responsible for its 
upkeep.
“It’s a giant battle to keep the ‘P’ 
as it is,” said Mustang Maniacs 
President and business administra­
tion junior Mike 
open house Jurewicz. “ It doesn’t
help that people go up 
there and write on it 
or dig the dirt out 
fmm under it or take a piece with 
them.”
Barton s.iys cleaning up the ”P” is 
more work than most people might 
think.
“People definitely don’t take (the 
pranks) seriously,” he said. “People 
leave broken bottles and trash up 
tried everything from painting it to there — they don’t realize it’s ag 
burning it down, as some high land. C'attle and horses go graze up 
school students did in the 1950s there.
when the “P” was made out of “They don’t realize how many
HISTORY
white-washed barn doors.
One of the biggest attacks was
people it really effects,” Barton said. 
“If a community member goes up
there and sees trash they e-mail me 
to complain.”
Marin agreed. Cleaning the hill­
side takes about 48 hours of physical 
labor.
“(Being in charge of the ‘P’) cost 
me a year at college just because of 
the time commitment,” he said. 
“There were some weeks where I’d 
have to repaint it three or four times.
“There were also times like 
Homecoming or Open House 
when I’d go up and make the ‘P’ its 
brightest white and all clean, and 
then that night somebody would go 
up and make it say something like 
‘Pot’ or ‘’Penis,’” Marin said. ”(.>f 
course you can just imagine how 
I'resident Baker felt about th.it at the 
time, with 2,(MH) prospective parents 
and alumni coming. He’d call me 
and say, ‘You’ve got to get that 
down!”’
Over the years new rules came 
into place to reduce the vandalism, 
or, as Marin says, “bring a method to 
the madness.” Now students have to
see ‘P,’ page 15
New students in fall, butterflies in winter
Emily Logan
MUSTANi; DAII Y
The Central Cxiast is constantly 
revealing rare and wonderful places 
for tourists and locales alike.
The Monarch Butterfly groves in 
Pismo Beach and Morro Bay are 
places that make the C'entral Coast 
a truly distinctive place.
Everyone really loves to 
come down here to see 
the butterflies.  ^ ’
— RICHARD WELCH
volunteer
brochure, the Pismo Beach 
Monarch Butterlly Grove is the 
most visited Monarch site in the 
Beginning in November, Pismo largest grove
State Beach (North Beach) and 
Morro Bay State Park become
Open house
SLO LIFE
sanctuaries for tens of thousands of 
Monarch Butterflies. The Pismo 
Butterfly Grove is a 
particularly popular 
tourist attraction.
“Everyone really 
loves to come down 
here to see the butterflies,” said 
Pismo Monarch Butterfly Grove 
volunteer Richard Welch. 
“Sometimes we even have owls 
during the day.”
According to the grove’s
in the United States. The grove can 
hold up to 2(H),()(M) butterflies.
The butterflies come from areas 
west of the Rocky Mountains and 
as far north as 
Canada.
In O ctober, the 
butterflies seek refuge 
from freezing temper­
atures and come to various loca­
tions in California.
“This is a tropical butterfly that 
has adapted its life cycle to move 
into North America during the 
summer to take advantage of the
COURTF.SY PHOro
Pismo’s butterfly grove is the most 
visited Monarch site in the world.
milk weed resources growing 
here,” said Pismo Beach Monarch 
Grove docent Richard Simpson.
Other locations in the state that 
attract Monarchs include Fremont, 
Santa Cruz, Monterey, Malibu and 
Long Beach.
The Pismo Beach Monarch 
Grove is open during the migration 
season, from November to 
February. For more information, 
visit www.ccnha.org.
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For 85 years, the Cal Poly ‘P’ has served the university and community.
g;ive money to C^ il Poly after 1.1 
Niño took its toll on the “P.” causing 
more erosion than usu.il.
P.ml l.nsign.m, a historian ftn the 
National Kegi.ster ot Hjstoru 
Plai. es, saiil sites and striietiires dtm’t 
need to he nationally significant to 
he accepted into the register.
“ In terms of (accepting) the‘P,'\u- 
look at compt>nents like importance 
to the school, the community and 
landsiape," l.usignaii said. “After 
being there for so many years it's 
developed a significance to the sur­
rounding area.”
He went tni to say that the 
National Register is an honorary 
program that tries to bring appreci­
ation and community understanding 
to the sites it accepts.
To become a recognized Historic 
Place, a site needs to be nominated 
first by anyone — from a federal 
agent to a local community mem­
ber. Then the State Review Board 
sifts through nominations and sends 
the ones they approve to Washington 
D.C. where it gets the final OK, 
Lusignan said.
In terms of recognized sites 
receiving federal protection, the 
benefits are limited, Lusignan said.
“(The ‘P’) is such a part of Cal 
Polys tradition,” Marin said.“Its been 
there as long as the school has and it’s 
become a part of the community’s 
tradition now. too. When I was P- 
Keeper 1 would have community 
members come up to me and thank 
me for going up there and taking care 
of it. It’s just something special.’’
ainiituu-d from pagi' 14 
fill out ftirms to get .ipproval to dec­
orate the “P.”
A “Pennies tor the 'P '" drive ni.iy 
kick off in an effort to gather funds 
to restore the struggling structure, 
Barton said.
The drive would ask community 
members and C^ al Poly students, fac­
ulty and staff to donate money, 
jurewicz said he thinks the fuiulrais- 
er could be a success.
"The community identifies with 
the 'P ' ... it’s a historic part of the 
town,” he said.“W'e would expect to 
sec a big showing from them.”
The “P” has been federally recog­
nized in recent years, creating anoth­
er reason to keep it in good shape. 
The structure’s historic significance 
landed it a spot in the National 
Register of Historic Places in 1994, 
and it has also been a Civil Aviation 
Landmark for more than 20 years.
San Luis Obispo Regional 
Airport Director of Operations 
Carolyn Huber said pilots used the 
“P” as a navigational point in the 
1980s. Lining up the “P” and the 
“M” on Madonna Mountain pro­
vided reference points when flying, 
she said.The “P” also served as a six- 
mile marker for the airport, Marin 
said.
While the “P” isn’t traditionally 
used by pilots anymore, its federal 
recognition helps it get funding 
from time to time. The Federal 
Emergency Management Agency
ALL ABOARD!!
For an exciting and exotic rail journey.
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
PARENTS
Would you like to visit the 
kid... combined with an 
exciting wine country 
tour/weekend?
CAL POLY 
STUDENTS
Would you enjoy a luxurious 
weekend rail trip to down­
town LA (and maybe a visit 
to your folks)?
Monthly departures aboard the 40s built, Art Deco 
rail loung car ** OVERLAND TRAIL 
(800) KEY-RAIL
Visit: www.thewinetrain.com
L o o k  w h a t y o u  can f in d  on th e  C a re e r S e rv ic e s  hom epage!
www.careerservices.calpoly.edu
New!
Click here for detailed 
information on last year's 
graduates including salary 
range, Job title and 
graduate school status 
for each major.
Cal Poly, Building 124 
805.756 2501
Centennial Camnaisn
81,252 d o n o r s  1 8 8 , 9 6 0  gifts
$ 2 6 4 . 4  m i l l i o n
“This Ls an exciting time in ('.al Poly’s history. The nK)mcntum our Centennial Campaign has 
generated is extraordinary’. Our new challenge is to maintain this momentum as we form new 
partnerships to ensure Cal Poly ’s margin of excellence for the next 1(K) years *
-President Warren J. Baker
The Champaign generated funding ft)r 20 ¡xivately suppi>rted chairs and professorships. $169 
million was donated to improve student learning environments, instructional rcsoiuces and 
academic departments.
Student .Success $44.2 million
Faculty o f Distinction $51.2 million
Imhanced Ix’arnlng $5 9 .3  million
State-of-the-Art Facilities $79.6 m illion
l  ota I 264.4million
.// I onor Vv
5 /il UDISCERE FACIE
O P E N ' H m i S E
16 1 'liu rsd ay , A p ril 1 4 ,2 d 0 5
F o u r  y e a r s  ( o r  m o r e ) ,  o n e  m a j o r
Prospective students are asked to decide their future career right 
out oi college with little to no knowledge about the field of study. 
The following is a guide to the six colleges on campus and the 
majors offered • IW Krick Smith m u s i a n c  d a u y
M /•
College o f  Science and 
Mathematics
Students can thank the ('ollege 
of Science and Matliematics tor 
the large yellow signs around 
campus which express the signifi­
cance of studying 23 to 35 hours 
per week.
C\il Poly is ranked No. 13 by 
the .American Statistical 
Association in annual statistical 
degrees and it ic ranked third of 
non-Ph.l). institutions.
The CAillege of Science and 
Mathematics has also been recog­
nized bv the National Science
Foundation for innovative science 
programs and as an excellent 
source of students for Ph.l). pro­
grams.
“ It’s really awesome that the 
teachers are actually doctors and 
not assistants,” microbiology 
junior Cdiris Tsafos said. “ 1 have 
friends at other UC^  schools and 
they are taught byTAs.”
In fall 2004, the .iverage enter­
ing high school student had a 
grade point average of 3.P and an 
average secure on the SA P of 1230. 
For transfer students, the average 
(iPA was 3.4.
KIEL CARREAt' M i’STANt; n.Aiiv 
The College of Science and Math 
posts the ‘Study 23-25 hours’ signs.
m '
.MATT WECHTER .Ml s i a n c . D A IIY
Mechanical engineering students gain experience building cars.
College o f Engineering
Founded as one of first colleges 
on campus in 1003. the C'ollege i>f 
Engineering has risen to great 
aeights through the past 100 
'e a r s .
It is the largest of the six col­
leges on campus with roughly 
4.X00 students in the mm. engi­
neering and computer science 
ilepartments.
These students averaged a high 
M liool grade piniit average of 3.75 
mil an S.AT score of 1228.
U.S. .News and World Keports
2005 “ liest Undergraduate 
Engineering Program” lists the 
C'ollege of Engineering .is the No. 3 
public program in the 
nation for schools 
whose highest degree is 
a bachelor's or master’s.
“1 chose to come to 
C'al Poly because of its reputation,” 
civil engineering senior Matt 
■Arellano said. “ I never s.iw the 
campus before I was admitted, but 
I knew the school was really good, 
so evervthing else about San I ids 
was just a phis.”
open house
FRESHMEN
College o f Agriculture
Agriculture is C^ilifornia’s top 
industry, enabling the fourth largest 
agriculture department in the 
nation to be found at C^ il Poly.
Students learning agriculture at 
C\il Poly h.ive about d.OOd acres of 
land .ivailable at their fingertips on 
campus in San Luis Obispo which 
offers ranchland for grazing and 
plots allocated for 
orchards, vineyards, 
vegetable production, 
agroforestry and turf 
management. Across 
coastline, including campusth
land, the university has more than
10.000 acres of farm and ranchland 
available .is a learning resource.
“(iomg to school here has given 
me so many opportunities that I 
would never have imagined.”
’I f
■
-ii..
forestry and natural resources alum­
nae Heather Shoener said. “ .As a 
freshman m the dorms. I quickly 
found a gmup of friends I know I 
will never lose.”
The College of Agriculture 
awards an average of 650 bachelor’s
College of 
Agriculture 
gives 
students 
access to
6,000 acres 
of land for 
learning.
This includes 
orchards and 
vineyards.
SHEILA 
SOBCHIK 
MUSTANli UAllV
degrees and ranks among the top 
three providers in the nation for 
degrees to Flispanics.
4 he college also awards close to
S.500,000 per year in scholarships to 
students.
see ('olleges, page 17
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$$$ = Degree 
Degree = More $$$
Need $$$?
»ALLsaver Stafford (for students) loan-Save up to 2 .2 5 %  off the federal rate!
•ALLsaver PLUS (for parents) loan-Save up to 1 .5 0 %  off the federal rate 
and no payments for up to 48 months while your child is in school!
»Simple online application process with e*signature.
Go to www.allstudentloan.org!
'^ A L L  Student Loan
Lender ID #832919 • Tel: 888.271.9721 • Fax: 888.271.7239 
www.allstudentloan.org • info@allstudentloan.org
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Colleg es
continued From page 16
Orfalea College o f Business
Named tor Kiiiko’s tdimder Paul 
J. Orfalea on Jan. 24, 2001, after he 
donated SI.S million to the college, 
the OCX)H is beginning tt) he rec­
ognized as a top business school in 
California.
Acetirding to the U.S. News and 
Word Report’s America’s Best 
(Colleges, the Orfalea Cxillege of 
Business has been ranked in the top 
in for the past eight years as a “Top 
Western Regional (!omprehensive 
University.”
Students within the OC'.OB are 
given an opportunity to expand 
their education across the world as 
study abroad opportunities include 
,^ustralia, I )enmark, l inland, France, 
Hungary, Japan, Mexico and 
Thailand.
Pis
MATT WKCHTKR .m c s t a n c . d a h v  
The Orfalea College of Business is 
named for the founder of Kinko’s.
College o f Architecture and 
Environmental Design
For over the past 50 years the 
C’ollege of Architecture and 
Faivironmental I )esign has gradu­
ated more than S,0()0 students.
Fairolled in one of the five dis­
ciplines are more than 1,500 stu­
dents, whicli gives the C^AFI) the 
largest architecture program of its 
kind in the nation.
1 hese students are given the 
opportunity to use resources such 
as Poly C^myon, a 12-acre outdoor 
experimental construction labora­
tory and a photographic presenta­
tion facility, which offers students 
the chance to use white and black 
darkrooms.
Students also have the oppor­
tunity to use specialized comput­
ing facilities, a computer render­
ing and graphics laboratory and 
m.iterials testiiu; laboratories.
MATI ViFCHUR M lM A N t ,  |)\ii^ 
The CAFD is the largest architecture program of its kind in the nation.
7 ^
NICK HOOVER .MUSIANt. DAIIV
The College o f Liberal Arts provides the study o f art, music and language.
College o f Liberal Arts
1 lome not oiiK to the Mustang 
Daily, the College of l iberal .Arts is 
where students are taught theatre, 
graphic commumcatum. music and 
a w ide range of language stiuiies.
•According to C ]al Pol\ Uimersitv 
iiata. within the Cd A .ibout ‘>t> per­
cent to ‘>7 percent t>f all gradtiates 
either leave ( 7il Pol\ to enter grad- 
tiate progiMiiis or they find work 
immediately after graduation.
■‘.M\ liberal arts classes have been 
verv interesting and have alfectiveb 
taught me how to think and speak 
critically,” political science junior 
John Williams said. “1 have alsti had 
a lot of options when choosing 
classes and that has given me the 
ability to create a schedule 1 have 
enjoyed.”
A S A M PL IN G  O F  M A JO R S O F F E R E D
aerospace engineering
anim al science
art and design
biocheinistv
business adm inistration
chem istry
child developm ent
city and regional p lanning
construction  m anagem ent
crop science
dairy science
economics
English
food science
fruit science
graphic communication
industrial technolog)-
journalism
kinesiology
1 a i ul s c a pe a rc h i t ec t u re
liberal studies
m echanical engineering
m icrobiology
music
nu trition
plant p ro tection  science 
political science 
recreation adm in istra tion  
software engineering 
soil science 
theatre
wine and viticulture
Education Loans
Never be afraid to ask
When you have questions about 
paying for college, call SunTrust 
for answers. Our Education Loan 
Specialists can tell you about 
all the federal and private loans 
we offer— and which ones are 
the best choices for you. You’ll 
hear about special SunTrust 
benefits that will save you 
money during repayment.
To close the gap between the 
funds you have and the funds 
you need, call 800,552.3006. 
Lender code 819873.
M
M i
. - i i  - M m m S unTrust
suntrusteducation.com
Providing a large variety of housing to meet all students needs
Welcome to the San Luis Obispo Off Campus Student Housing 
Association (OCSHA). Established in 1991, it is the goal of OCSHA to 
increase public awareness of the advantages of utilizing off-campus 
student housing. The association is comprised of seven members and 
eight complexes, all-specializing in off-campus living. OCSHA bylaws 
state, but are not limited to, members having 24-hour on-site man­
agement and renting to students. The members of the association 
provide a large variety of housing to meet all students' needs. There 
aré many affordable housing options for students within walking dis­
tance or a short bus ride from the campus.
Our members include;
-^ <Stenner Qlen-^
Valeneia
Townhouse Apartment Living for Students
HI MünRNG VIILH6EI
r t m e n t s
HI MUSIIIN6 VILineE
A P A R T M C M - r S
Czech C halet 
A partm ents
E l  D o r a d o  
A p a r t m e n t s
Affordable housing within walking distance from campus
1050 Foothill Blvd. San Luis Obispo, CA 93405 (805) 544-4540
TASTE
n  i
' 1  ’I
RESERVATIONS SUGGESTED MONDAY-THURSDAY
EARLY SUPPER & DINNER SERVED NIGHTLY
GRAIN FED, USOA CHOICE, AGED, HAND CUT ON 
OUR PREMISES AND BARBEQUED OVER OAK
INDOOR/OUTDOOR BANQUET AREAS AVAILABLE
F I NE  WESTERN HOS P I T A L I T Y  S I NCE  1973
S A L O O N  
&  D I N I N G  H O U S E
STEAKS*RIBS^SEAFOOD
F. MCLINTOCKS SALOON & DINING HOUSE
750 MATTIE ROAD SHELL BEACH 
805.773.1892
To view our menus, visit us online at 
WWW.MCLINTOCKS.COM
Anchored atop the hlulls ol Pisnio B each  
ofiering an  am azing panoram ic ocean  
view , outstanding Caiiiornia Coastal 
Cnisine, Aw ard Winning clam  chow der 
and custom er service.
Resenalions suggested • Open dally lor iu iK h , 
dinner &  DanQoeis • Sunset dinner specials nightly
m m m
STEAMERS OF PISNO 
1601 Price Street 
Písate Beach 
8 0 5 .773 .4 711
OF PHMO
M I L E S  O F  C L A M S
i / OUTDOOR DINING KIDS’ MENU COCKTAILS
/
Downtown San Luis Obispo
686 Higuera Street * 80S.541.0686 
Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
In the Village of Arroyo Grande
133 Bridge Street • 805.481.1700 
Breakfast * Lunch • Dinner
Downtown Paso Robles
1234 Park Street • 805.238.2233 
Lunch and Dinner Only
O P E N j H O
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9 5 6  F O O T H IL L  B L V D . S U IT E  C  
S A N  LU IS  O B IS P O , C A  9 3 4 0 5
8 0 5 .5 4 1 .8 2 8 2
W W W .S H A D S A R T .C O M
The College of Engineering is the largest of six colleges on campus, 
with 4,944 students enrolled in several different major.
ENGINEERING: 
A WAY OF LIFE
Em ily Rancer
M U S1A N C . DA ILY
As senior Josh Ward describes the 
typical Cal Ooly engineer, he smiles 
while giving the details.
“We’re probably a little nerdy and 
kind of without a life,” Wird said.
“We’re sitting there calculating 
numbers with our pocket protectors 
doing little math problems and 
stuff.”
Ward, of course, sports no calcula­
tor and his T-shirt was designed 
without a pocket to protect. As he 
sits cYn an outdoor bench doing the 
New York Times crossword puzzle, 
math problems seem like the last 
thought on his mind.
“That’s just the image,”Ward said.
“ It doesn’t mean it’s real.” TOM SANDERS m u s t a n g  d a i l y
While being an engineering stu- The program at Cal Poly is 
dent at Cal Poly can be time-con- nationally-reco^ized for its 
sinning and demanding, many of hands-on learning approach, 
those in the .najor seem happy with
their choice. ly-tecognized reputation.
“It’s because we have the most 
labs, it’s because we
l io u s 'c
CAMPUS
“I think that a lot of it has to do 
with the motto and 
the hands-on learning 
issue,” aerospace engi­
neering junior Jessica 
Lemm said. “Like with 
aero, the first couple 
designing aircrafis and building a 
glider, and that just kind of gets you 
interested.”
With 4,944 students, the College 
of Engineering has more students 
than any other college. Contributing
have to do the most 
projects, and it’s 
because most teachers 
here won’t let you fly 
by with the minimum,” said 
mechanical engineering senior 
Andrew Miller of the college’s sta­
tus. “It’s real easy to fail, let’s put it 
that way.”
see Engineering, page 21
tu ro
P A R T S
667 - A Marsh St. 
San Luis Obispo 
CA 93401
Phone: (805) 546-9644
OPEN DAILY 
Mon-Fri 8 am-9 pm 
Saturday 8 am-8 pm 
Sunday 9 am-7 pm
740 Higuera Street • SLO • 805.544.1088 Cal Poly Student 10 %  Off Discount • Exclusions apply
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About 10 percent o f  Cal Poly engineering majors are women.
Engineering
continued from page 20  
Miller expects his life as an 
engineer to be “like a big, huge 
crossword puzzle. Its going to be a 
mildly amusing game.”
In addition to being close to her 
home in Paso Robles, Lenim chose 
Cal Poly mostly because of its 
national recognition.
“1 love it,” she said. “ It just fits.” 
Even though only about 1*' "er- 
cent o f Cal Poly engineering 
majors are women, Lemm said that 
it has hardly affected her college 
experience.
“There aren’t that many 
(women) but it doesn’t bother 
me,” Lemm said. “As you get up 
into higher courses they slowly get 
less and less.”
Kim Shollenberger, a mechani­
cal engineering professor, is the 
only female faculty member of the 
23 in her department. Throughout 
both her undergraduate and grad­
uate studies, she was consistently 
one of the few women engineers.
“M.E. has a more gear-head 
image, which is kind of not true,” 
Shollenberger said. “ It’s a very 
broad major. Like the things I do 
... might be something (women) 
would be interested in doing but 
they just don’t know. So there’s a 
big emphasis on trying to get more 
information out there.”
According to Shollenberger, 
about 20 percent of engineering 
programs nationwide are com­
prised of women. This puts Cal 
Poly below average.
“1 don’t really think about it,” 
Shollenberger said. “ It’s just the 
reality.”
M .E . has a more 
j^ear-liead ima^e 
which is kind o f not 
true. Like the things 
I  do ... might he 
something (women) 
would he interested 
in doing hut they 
ju st dorLt know.^ ^
—  KIM S H O L L E N B E R G E R
mechanical engineering professor
For many engineers, their first 
year at Cal Poly is spent in Tenaya
— the engineering dorm. 
Although it has earned a reputa­
tion as being the “quiet” dorm 
over the years, general engineering 
freshman Ashley Russell disagrees.
“To tell you the truth, every­
body has this image that Tenaya is 
the anti-social engineering dorm,” 
Russell said. “Not that we’re a 
rowdier group, but we’re friendly 
and more social and we get along 
well.”
Russell also said that the study 
lounge has transformed into more 
of a social lounge.
“People go there to hang out,” 
she said. “It’s not a quiet place.”
Russell also defends the image 
of the average Cal Poly engineer, 
claiming that “We’re just people 
who like to build things.”
HOME (STYLE a X X I N C
D o w n t o w n  S L Ô  D i n e r  S i n c e  t h e  1 9 5 0 V
A  C a l  P o l y  F a v o r i t e  f o r  o v e r  2 5  y e a r s !
Ibted “ Best B re a k ^ ^
YOUR MEAL
when you buy 2 drinks and 1 
meal at regular price.
Must Present Coupon
CLIP HERE _  )
Farmer’s Market
THURS Award Winning BBQ
Featuring Steak, Chicken, 
6pm -9pm  Cattaneo Bros. Sausage, San 
Luis Sourdough Garlic Bread
S.L .O  , & Com On The Cob
V  ine i/j
t a k e  out\
OPEN DAILY 6am-3pm
9 6 4  H i g u e r a  S t :  S L O  •  8 0 5 - 5 4 1 - 0 2 2 7
T A K IN G  A  B R E A K  
(T O  S T U D Y ) 
U N D E R  T H E  S U N
SHEILA SOBCHIK MUSTANG DAILY
Students gather in the University Union Plaza to study in the 
afternoon sun. From left, business sophomore Troy Monken fills 
out the crossword puzzle in the Mustang Daily; liberal studies 
junior Bre Goetz studies physics; and business freshman Brandon 
Wled reads an anthropology textbook before class.
I.,: ïi.; j
Sm o g  Check
Oil Change
Com plete Auto Repair
Ask  A bou t a Student D iscount
office (805) 543-3366
fax (805) 543-7318
847 Ricardo Court
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
i:hevron
e
/
f i Open Hours
2000 Monterey St.
543-4415
* -T
OPEN»HOUSE
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Pizza takes a back 
seat to Pad Thai
Kristen G ate
M U ST AN C  D A in '
Thai restaurants have emerged 
from the tlavort'ul deptlis of ethnic 
cuisine to hcionie a cult favorite 
among food aficionados.
Phis quaint college town is no 
differenl. housing a number of 
establishments specializing in the
T h a i
oocn house persua-
SLO LIFE ;
out to
lest my tastebuds in a quest to find 
rhe best Thai dishes in San Lins 
Obispo. Armed with an intense love 
for vegetarian I\id Thai, coupled 
with adventurous dining compan­
ions, 1 was ready to begin mv niis- 
s io n .
Albertsons, at 777 E. f-oothill Blvo., 
Royal Thai is close to campus.
Upon entering, my friend and 1 
took note of the calming ambiance. 
Sounds ot soft jazz wafted through 
the large room as I perused the 
menu. Although I knew what 1 
wanted beforehand, 1 liked rhe 
unique setup of the menu. 1 c ould 
choose a main dish, and underneath 
was a list of additional items to pick 
from, such as mock duck, tofu, 
chicken and shrimp
We ordered the Four Seasons 
appetizer ($7.95), containing fried 
tofu, curry putTs, spring rolls and 
fried wontons. These were accom­
panied by a sweet and sour sauce, as 
well as the house peanut sauce. 
Although the tofu was bland, the 
rest of the appetizers were satisfying.
For our entrees, 1 chose the I’adRoval Lhai was the first stop on 
my weeklongjourney through mao- while my
• lie paradise. Located near see Thai, page 23
A fter d Jcu> bites, I loobed up and noticed niy friend s eyes u'ere waterinyf. 
Aiilion{ih tasty, he duly noted that the asterisk on the menu is there for a reason.^ ^
KIF.l CARRFAU m u s i a n c ; o a i i 'i
San Luis Obispo offers a variety of different Thai restaurants, each specializing in something unique. From 
Pad Thai to yellow curry each location put their own twist on I’hai cuisine.
F O R  T H E  L A R G E S T ^  S E L E C 1 
f ly  S H O E S ;  6  S K  A T E S O  A R O ^  R  
7P R O O U C T S  O N  .THE CCENTRifi
I ' i -  W t  . - a m
I V I S I T  S K A T E  W A R E H O U S E TOOAV;B :1
>P i , f 'è
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Directions to 
Skate Warehouse |
Take SroEd Street fo ti^  South (away from downtown). 
Turn n^ht onto Btickloy Road, 
travoi i/2 mtte
Skate Warahouaa fa on lha tall 
736 Bucktay Road
SkAta
WMariowaa
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Thai
continued from page 21 
frieiul chose the l^ul Kee-Mow 
with chicken, aka spicy noodles 
($6.93). Both dishes were served in 
a timely tashion.
The Bad Thai came with rice noo­
dles, bean sprouts, green onions, and 
egg. The mild peanut sauce slightly 
overwhelmed the dish, but the addi­
tion of tofu made up for it. The Bad 
Kee-Mow came with chili, tomato, 
onion and sweet basil. After a few 
bites, 1 looked up and noticed my 
friend s eyes were watering. Although 
tasty, he duly noted that the asterisk 
on the menu is there for a reason.
Located downtown at 1015 
CTiurt St., Thai Balace was my next 
stop.
Barking was virtually nonexis­
tent, so my friend and I walked from 
his house nearby.
The place was packed, but the 
hostess managed to seat us relatively 
quickly.
Once again, 1 ordered the vege­
tarian Bad Thai ($8.95). My friend 
ordered the Basil Neur ($8.95). 
Although our order took a little 
longer, it was well worth the wait. 
The Bad Thai was a wonderful bal­
ance of flavors and ingredients. The 
vegetables were steamed perfectly 
and there was a good amount of 
tofu. My friend s dish came with 
beef sauteed with bamboo shoots, 
basil and chili garlic sauce. Upon 
finishing the first bite, he gave the 
food two thumbs up.
My last restaurant was a little ivy- 
covered building located at 208 
Higuera St. called Thai-rrific.
My friend and I entered the
small, crowded room and wen ■ 
cd innncdiatcly. 1 he walls were ■ 
oivd w ith dccor.itivc pit turcs. ai d I 
noted the cluster of award plaii-Ks 
in one corner. A plethora ol haUj-, 
ing lights g,ive the room an iniiiiiate 
feel. 1 again ordered my iisu.il dish, 
undeterred by the addition ot ,ui 
■‘h" to the listing of Bahd I li.ii 
($8.25). My friend ordered (l.ieng 
(la-Lee (iai, also known as yellow 
curry ($8.75). Both dishes arrived 
promptly'.
Admittedly, I was disappointed at 
the absence of tofu and the addition 
of cauliflower in my entree. 
(d)nversely, my friend was thrilled 
to see three large pieces of teiuler 
chicken in a thick yellow curry 
arrive. To finish the adventure, I 
ordered fried bananas for dessert 
($5.50). Four, delicious golden 
brown slices arrived alongside a dish 
of coconut milk and honey cream 
sauce. Although a little voice in my 
head told me that fried bananas 
were a little too much deliciousness 
for my palate, my friend had no 
trouble polishing the plate.
My foray into some of San Luis 
Obispo’s I ’hai restaurants was tasty 
as well as informative. While no 
restaurant stood above the rest, each 
specialized in something different. 
Tonight, forgo the pizza and bypass 
the Chinese tonight ... go out and 
try some Thai.
JUST THE FACTS
• Royal Tliai, 777 E. Foothill
Blvd.
•Thai Palace, 1015 Court St.
• Thai-rrific, 208 Higuera St.
want to make a diflerenceP
Then apply to become an essential part of
studentcommunity services
to apply
Student Community Services is currently looking for 
Program Directors for the 2005-2006 school year. Program 
Directors plan and lead service events that benefit senior 
citizens, the developm entally disabled, animals, children, and 
more. If you ’re interested in leadership and helping your 
community, don ’t miss this amazing opportunity!
Pick up an application in the SCS 
office (UU 217). Applications must be 
dropped off in the office by April 18th.
For further inform ation:
Call 756-5834 or email scs@calpoly.edu
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Su^esttons to switch up the daily grind
Elizabeth Engelman
M U ST AN C  DAILY
The food in San Luis Obispo 
can range from cheap and quick to 
high prices and linen tablecloths. 
For people who live in SL('), it can 
be easy to go to the same restau­
rant every time. For college stu­
dents, it is really about the price.
Many times it can be intimidat­
ing to go to a new place. What if 
the food isn't good? What if its just 
a waste of time and money? Well, 
the truth is the good far outweighs 
the bad when it comes to adventur­
ous dining.
There are many 
restaurants in San 
l.uis Obispo that 
everyone must go to.
Hut after you've been
over and over again why not try
somewhere new?
The menu is large with burgers, 
sandwiches and amazing French 
fries. There is a dift'erent special 
every day, including 2 for 1 pitch­
ers from 7 to 9 p.m. on Fridays.
“Friday nights The Shack is the 
place to be,” architecture senior 
Dan Fo.\ said. “ It is more for the 
college student. It is cheaper and 
less upscale than Firestones."
The burgers are large and moist 
with flavor that will fill your entire 
mouth.
The Shack is located at 763 E. 
Foothill Hlvd. in the Foothill 
Shopping CTmter.
open house
LIFE
(
SLO
Har and Grill
It's hard to come to San Luis 
Obispo and not hear about 
Firestone Cirill. For another grill 
and sports bar that's on the other 
side of town try The Shack.
The Shack is smaller than 
Firestones but makes up for that 
with a cool vibe inside. The walls 
are lined with beer mugs that peo­
ple can buy and store at the bar for 
whenever they come in to drink. 
The floors are covered w’ith the 
shells of the free peanuts that line 
the tables.
Pizza
Yes, Woodstock’s 
Hizza is well-known 
for its pizza and free 
delivery to the 
dorms, but for a more relaxing eat­
ing experience. Nucci’s Hizza is the 
place to go.
A 16-inch cheese pizza at 
Nucci’s is SI 1.2.3 compared to 
SI 4.74 at Woodstock’s.The walls at 
Nucci’s are covered with beautiful 
artwork and the furniture is com­
fortable and homey.
“ I would choose Nucci’s over 
any other pizza in town,” said 
Harry Hender, 53, of San Luis 
Obispo. “The atmosphere is casual 
ami the people are great.”
Hender also described Nucci’s as 
“easy eating.”
Business administration senior 
Kelli Rader said, “ I like their style
MATT WF.CHTER MUSTANi; d a iiy
Nautical Bean an alternative to Starbucks CoiTee, offering a wide selection of breakfast and lunch specials.
of pizza better. I get take out a lot.” 
Nucci’s has two locations, one at 
7K3 Foothill Hlvd. in the Foothill 
Shopping C'enter and the other at 
3165 Hroad St.
Juice Sm oothies
Five years before Jamba juice 
was started there was Blazing 
Blenders.This year is it is celebrat­
ing its 20th anniversary.
There are more than 31 dilTer- 
ent smoothies including a selection 
of soy smoothies. The price is
S3.95 for a 24-ounce drink.
“ I like Blazing Blenders taste,” 
said Valerie Mouge, 31, of Avila 
Beach. “You can taste the freshness 
in the smoothies. And I think it is 
important to support local family 
businesses.”
The Blueberry Surprise contains 
apple juice, boysenberry juice, 
blackberries, banana, ice milk and 
ice. It is bursting with flavor but 
does not taste heavy. It is extreme­
ly refreshing and not too tangy.
Blazing Blenders is located at
11 OH Broad St m downtown San 
Luis Obispo.
Coffee
C'offee bars are everywhere 
nowadays and if you want some­
thing less corporate than 
Starbucks, The Nautical Bean is 
the place for you.
The Nautical Bean has a great 
selection of food to go along with 
its wonderful coflee. The Nautical 
Bean makes ail its baked goods
see Suggestions, page 26
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Call About Our Specials
1 & 2 bedroom Apartment Homes
Dishwashers
Washer /  dryer Connections 
Attached & Detached garages 
Fitness Center 
Tanning bed 
Billiards
Business Center with fax, Computer & Copier 
Elegant Clubhouse with Media Center 
Spa
Swimming pool with Water Volleyball
On-Site Management
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
805-543-7900 • www.detolosaranchapts.com
Located on the corner of Madonna Rd. & Los Osos Valley Rd. f:
 ^  ^ Factors such as liiiili-strcss, lcaviu<^  home ami new 
rcsponsihilitics are likely culprits of the early siccus 
of ilepressioij ami anxiety. ’  ’
TOM SANDERS Ml'STANG DAII Y PHOTO II U STRAI ION
The stresses o f  college life can have adverse effects on one’s health.
ASI STUDENT GOVERNMENT
PRESIDENT
Tytor Middlestadl 
Mike Motroni
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Elections:
Wednesday, May 4 
Thursday, May 5
Agricultun 
Adam Bultgent)ach 
Lindsey Liebig 
Jennifer MaU 
Amanda Moss 
Jared Samann 
Katie Srmlh 
Brandon Soiua 
Bnttany TomasKo 
Ma White
Archit9ctun 
Matthew Para 
Jourdan Youns
Busin9ss 
Thomas Conkkn 
Sabnna Hansen 
Loreruo Lazaro 
Adamm Serafín 
Bryan Tetlado 
Wiilam Weatherford 
Knstan ZemiHs
Engineering 
John Azevedo 
Paula Ergueta 
Cesar Guznan 
Todd Maki 
Joe Podegracz 
Steven Schlotterbeck 
Rachael Severn 
Joe Vaccaro 
Cameron Wangsgard
Libera/Arts 
Daniel Ficalora 
Gary Fisher 
Abba Livingston 
Travis Milter 
RuthieOsono 
Victoria Pintar 
Cokn Rizzo 
Hans Poschman 
Melissa Robbins 
Ethan Weismger
Science A Math 
Jay Tyron Hann 
Holly Shaffer
Polling Places: 
8 am • 4 pm 
Ag Bridge (Bldg 10) 
Fisher Science/Science North (Bldg 53) 
Kennedy Library (Bldg 35) 
Campus Market
8 am *7:30 pm 
Education Building (Bldg 2) 
University Union (Bldg 65)
CnHÉidêtê Statements ava/iab/e at 
êsi.cêlpoty.»du/go¥0mméni
The fíHng pviodhrASI eiactions hês 
officMIy ciosed. Ifyouên intênsfd 
kt being a ivrite>in cêttdidêtt »nd 
pêrticipêdng kt cêntpaign act/v/t/es, 
come to UU217 to register.
Vuit'ts" r/>v fe sM iN î
asi.colpoly.edu/qovernm ent
7 5 6 - 1 2 9 1
A S I  w ill ^ v ^ ry  s tu d e n t 's  c o n n e c t io n  to 
the  u lt im ó te  c o lle g e  e itp e rien ce
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Balance is the key to college
Kristen Oato
V IU S IA N I ,  1>A IIY
His typical inorning docs not 
involve breakfast. As he ]iimps out 
ot bed around 7 a.in., lie uineklv 
shoves a random assortment ot 
papers and books into his back­
pack. After three hours of class, he 
hurries home to change into v\ork 
clothes. After a six-hour shift, he 
books It to the librarv tor a eroiip 
meetme;. Upon returning home to 
do homework, he realizes ,i)l he ,ite 
todav was an apple and two cups ot
coffee. Here comes the frozen din­
ner. Vt'hat is he, a superhero? No, 
just a college student.
f'aetors such as high-stress levels, 
leaving home and new responsibil­
ities are likely culprits of the earlv 
l^gns of' depression and anxiety. 
Finding a balance between school 
and social activities can be diffieiilt 
with a less structured schedule.
A female’s chances of developing 
an anxiety disorder-including gen­
eralized anxietv disorder, panic dis­
order, post-traiimatie stress disorder
and specific phobias-doiible in the 
years following adoleseenee 
according to Caillege fleaith m 
.^etion. a national magazine.
Depression, anxietv and drug 
abuse are all extremely prevalent on 
college campuses. According to the 
2002 National Survev of 
C'.ounseling C'enter Direett)rs, 
about (S4 percent of eounseiors 
from 274 institutions of higher 
education perceive an increase m 
students with more serii>us psvelio- 
see Stress, page 26
Summer in Mexico
Spanish Language Immersion Program
July 2 - July 30, 20 05 in Cuernavaca 
Earn 8 Cal Poly Units while you travel!
Call Now! Spaces 
Still Available.
J
fur further inlurrmition, i-oiiuirt:
^ Dr. Kevin Fagan, 756-27.50 
e-niail kfagant« calpoly.eifu
s  Dr. William Martinez., 7,56-2889, 
e-niail wmartineCuTalpoly.edu
p  Rose UTtitworth. 756-7196, 
e-mail rwhitwortu calpoly.eilu
http://w'ww.cuntinuing-ed.ealpoly.edu/travel _mex,html
Coui-M  ^offered this suinmer: Span lot. Span 10a, Sjuin 103, Span m , 
Span 112, .Si<an 113, Spiin la i. Span 123. .Span 124. Hum 3Ui and F.ngl 14s
CALFtlY
t i^ N T IN U IN O  1;M > -\TION
scroenprlntlng  ^ embroidery « greek letters
Your sh irt
Attmtion Cd My Cldnl
Nothing brands your club, fraternity, or sorority better 
than a stellar t-shirt design from Left Coast T-Shirt Company.
From Beefy T s  to baby doll's Left Coast T-Shirt Company has the 
gear to make your club the sharpest looking group on campus.
Our in house design and production Utilities crank out the best 
looking, longest lasting, most professional shirts in town. Call or 
stop by and let one of our professional clothing experts put you 
in touch with the shirt of your dreams today!
'f  Highest quality imprints - Guaranteed!
All artwork saved for fast re-ordering!
* Fastest turnaround in SLO County!
^  Free hour o f  design tim e  - every time!
Free delivery on all orders! ^
233 Granada Road Suite C 4 San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 4 P: 805.547.1622 4 F: 805.594.1293
www.leftcoasttees.com
CALL TODAY!!
LEFT C O A ST
T -S H IR T  C O M P A N Y
OPEN*HOUSE
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Stress often show signs of depression or anxiety.
contimu'dfrom page 25 In a survey taken in the spring
logical problems during the past 200.^ by the National C ollege 
five years Health Assessment, of current
“Although 1 started in C:al students, \52) percent of
I’oly in December. 1 worked as a ssximen and S.5 peuent of men 
phvsician in Southern C'.alifornia having been diagnosed
for 20 years. 1 can honestlv say slepression at some time,
that 20 percent of the patients 1 Students who look to reduce
anxiety issues or elevate theirsaw came in for depression or for 
d e p r e ss i o n - re 1 a t e d 
issues,” said Dr.
David L. Harris, a 
staff physician for 
Health Services at 
C'al Poly.
“Here the percentages seem 
the same. Every day there are stu­
dents who come in with symp­
toms of depression. Usually, they 
are referred through the counsel­
ing center.”
Analysts who work in the drug 
abuse and mental health indus­
tries report that a significant 
number of students who seek out 
mental health treatment often 
appear to also have symptoms of 
substance abuse. Likewise, many 
college students who frequently 
abuse alcohol or other drugs
open house
FRESHMEN
mood by drinking 
or smoking are at a 
higher risk for 
developing a sub­
stance abuse prob­
lem.
Substance abuse is also extend­
ed to the misuse of prescription 
drugs. Stimulants such as Ritalin, 
Adderall and Dexedrine, which 
increase blood pressure, heart rate 
and alertness, are common on 
campuses because of the large 
number of students who are 
diagnosed with attention-deficit 
hyperactivity disorder. Students 
looking to enhance study skills 
typically use these drugs.
“My doctor gave me a pre­
scription for them, and I never 
need all of them. People come to 
me looking to buy some around
N eed  a
sum m er c la ss?
Are the Cal Poly classes you need full or 
not offered this summer? Take an online  
course from A llan  Hancock College  
and pay Just $26 a unit!
Complete general ed., support, and major classes at 
Allan Hancock College. Hundreds of Hancock courses 
fulfill your Cal Poly lower division graduation requirements.
Examples of online classes 
available this summer
CAL POLY C O U R SE
Ant 201 
Ant 250 
Art 111 
Econ 201 
Econ 222 
ES 114 
KINE 250 
STAT 211 & 212, 
217, 218, 221, 251
A H C  E Q U IV A L E N T
Anthro 102 
Anthro 101 
Art 101 
Econ 102 
Econ 101
ECS 116 or SOC 120 
H ED 100
MATH 123
For a complete list of Allan Hancock College 
summer 2005 online and onsite courses, 
go to www.hancockcollege.edu and 
click on "University Programs."
Register online 
May 2-June 11,2005 
www.hancockcollege.edu
The A H C  sum m er session runs
June 20-August 11, 2005.
midtvniiN .iiul tiiKils weeks,” s.iid a 
student \\ ho requested to remain 
anonymous.
Many students have a tough 
time seeking help. Family physi­
cians often see many parents, as 
well as friends, bring others in.
“ 1 think that the best appro.ieh 
to depression, since it is a multi­
faceted problem, is dealt with in a 
multifaceted way,” said Harris. 
“As far as treatments, medications 
usually have a role to play, hut it’s 
not the only thing to rely on.” 
(Anmseliiig and therapy can 
also play a vital role.
“ I think eoimseling and or 
psychotherapy with a psychiatrist 
or a councilor can be beneficial 
to a patient. It’s a miiltidinien- 
sional medical problem that 
affects a variety of aspects of life, 
so 1 think to look for a single 
avenue like a pill is certainly an 
inadequate approach.”
Chillege is a big transition m 
life, especially when moving far 
from home or even experience 
sharing a room for the first time. 
For more information, contact 
the Health Center on campus or 
visit one of the local hospitals.
Suggestions
loiitinuedfiom page 24 
daily.There are giant moist imdFms 
iiu'lnding chocolate, bran and 
blueberry, as well as pies and cakes.
I here is also a large variety of 
sandwiches and breakfast foods.
Tw'o of the best colfee drinks are 
the lllack and White Mocha ami 
the Shot in the Dark, espresso and 
chai. Both are wonderful either 
hot or blended with ice.
The atmosphere is comfortable 
with a lot of seating inside and out.
Artwork for sale ctivers the 
walls, and live music is a wonderful 
and familiar sound.
T he Nautical Bean is located at 
1 1560 Lt)s Osos Valley Road.
There are so many different and 
unique food options in San Luis 
Obispo it would be a shame to 
only go to the highly publicized 
places. A small hole-in-the-wall 
diner many become your new 
favorite place. Just remember, if 
you get settled eating somewhere 
that means it is time to get out the 
dining map and find a new restau­
rant to explore.
SOME SUGGESTIONS
• Firestones Grill or The 
Shack
• Woodstocks’ Pizza or 
Nucci s Pizza
• Jamba Juice or Blazing 
Blenders
• Starbucks Coffee or 
Nautical Bean
• Mos BBQ  or J.D . Boones
• Fresh Choice or Big Sky
• Dennys or Margie’s Diner
• F. McClintocks or A.j. 
Spurs
• Cjus’s Deli or Ben 
Franklin’s
• Vienni Vai or Cafe Roma
• Hudsons or Mother’s 
Tavern
• Panda Express or Golden 
China
• Thai Palace or Thai Classic
• Toshi’s or Shin’s Sushi
• Trader Joe’s or New 
Frontier’s
E C L IP S E  C D  player 199. .
• D iam ond 12 subw oo fer 2 19.
• D iam ond amp 399.
tf -Telling your parents its for college
and having them pay for it... ^
■ , :  P R IC E LE S S
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Call Mustang Daily 
Advertising
at 756-1143
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For a limited time only, 
all Juicy Couture is 25% off. 
We’ve brought in dozens of new styles & 
colors just for this event. Stock up now and save.
This 9p«<ioi «v«nt irKkxtas q M >;kV coutur« teRydoth, lRi»o.>u<4ond«vg*»t •»«■>> »»ntjjeor.promotiori Is lwr)k»dtp«>pd< on hond.
C'oVeninQ 'S?
ctouintoum sto 549.8373
w ont find these stories 
in the M ustang D a ily ...
Unless they happen  
at C al Poly
"!jn"Tr '.------ r-
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D O R M  S U R W A L T IP S
MATT WECHTER MUSTANG liAll Y 
Freshmen often bring more than they need their first year in the dorms.
Living on campus poses all sorts 
of challenges and adventures, 
including sharing a room 
and eating in dining halls
Elizabeth Engelm an
MUSTANC; D A IIY
The thought of college can be 
overwhelming. There are so many 
questions to be answered and most 
of the time the answers are not 
really the ones that will be helpful 
in your first year at 
C'al Poly.
While most people 
will tell you the 
basics abcsut campus 
dining and what classes to take, 
there are so many important points 
that are left out. Many times stu­
dents are scared to ask questions 
with the fear of looking stupid.
The truth is that most people 
feel the same way.
“1 wish I had known how inse­
cure other people were,” said 
English junior Keely Sweeny. “ It
FRESHMEN
would have made me feel a lot 
more comfortable knowing I was­
n’t the only one who was feeling 
that way.”
Most dorms have a social event 
the night before school starts. Cio! 
He yourself and try to seem 
approachable. This is a great oppor­
tunity to find people you like and 
ask them if they want to eat dinner 
with you the next night.
The dining situation the first 
couple of weeks can feel awkward 
if you don’t know 
anyone. Don’t feel 
weird about asking 
people if you can sit 
with them. Everyone 
wants to make new friends the first 
year so there is no need to feel stu­
pid by asking.
Many people bring too much 
stuff to the dorms. Unless your par­
ents want to turn your room into a 
gym right away, there is no reason 
to bring everything you own. 
Having your things may make you 
feel at home but can cause prob-
We support our local rodeo! Rodeo is a great family event
Let’s keep that tradition
and our children ALIVE
The Problem: Big Tobacco provides sponsorships and other 
support both to professional and college rodeo throughout 
California. This sponsorship and support promotes a product, that 
when used as directed, kills. When the rodeo is in town, we know 
the tobacco industry increases the promotion of their deadly 
products at various venues throughout our community.
Statistics show that 87%  of oral cancer cases are directly linked to 
smokeless tobacco and cigarette use. Our community should be 
very concerned that youth in San Luis Obispo County are using spit 
tobacco at a rate above the state and national average.
The Myth: It is a myth that the tobacco industry is good for either
professional or college rodeo. Tobacco companies come to our 
town, promote their products, and leave new customers behind. 
A product that causes death and disease does not belong in an 
athletic arena that promotes an active and healthy lifestyle.
The Solution: Don't let tobacco companies give sporting events 
a negative image. We need to 
remove ALL involvement and 
influence from Big Tobacco from 
our family oriented and athletic 
events like rodeos. Join Buck 
Tobacco and say NO to Big 
Tobacco.
For more information, call the Buck Tobacco Project at 805.781.5564 or visit our website 
at www.bucktobacco.org
BUCK
T O B A C C O
S P O N S O R S H I P r
Icms walking in your room (and 
your roommate will not let you use 
part of their closet). Also don’t for­
get that you will have to carry 
everything you packed quite a dis­
tance to your room, and possible up 
many flights of stairs.
“Start working out now,” gener­
al engineering sophomore Amanda 
Hocking said.“You will need to get 
you strength up to be able to carry 
your laundry up and down the 
stairs to the laundry room.”
One important thing to remem­
ber is the climate. San Luis Obispo 
has a mild climate and there is no 
need for heavy down coats. It does 
rain, though, so
Everyone 
wants to 
make new 
friends the 
first year so 
there is no 
need to feel 
stupid by 
a s k in j ^ .^ ^
if you have ( (  
never owned an 
umbrella now 
would be the 
time to invest in 
one.
ILoommates 
can be a tricky 
situation but it 
can also teach 
you a lot about 
yourself. It is 
important to 
call your room­
mate before school starts. It may 
seem intimidating but why bring 
two of everything if you can avoid 
it? It is also a great way to establish 
some commonalities so you feel 
more at ease the first week. Don’t 
feel that you have to tell your 
whole life story, but if you find out 
that you both played the same 
sport or were in drama club it can 
help settle your nerves.
“You may end up sharing a 
room with your best friend or 
someone you dislike for a whole 
year,” speech communication 
sophomore Kayleigh Eyre said. 
“ Flexibility is so important in 
dealing with roommates.”
If you can’t bring a car to school 
don’t worry. San Luis Obispo is 
one of the most pedestrian-friend­
ly places and the bus system is free 
to Cal Poly students. Many stu­
dents do bring cars and you will 
probably have a lot of friends who 
will gladly drive you places, grant­
ed you chip in for gas of course. 
Parking on campus is limited, 
especially for freshmen living on 
campus.
There are many different dorms 
on campus and each has some­
thing interesting and unique to 
provide. The First Year 
Connection dorms (Yosemite and 
Sierra Madre) arc the perfect w.iy 
to avoid the freshman fifteen since 
they are located on the opposite 
side of campus.
The South Mountain Halls 
(Trinity, Santa Lucia, Tenaya, 
Fremont, Muir and Sequoia), are 
grouped by college. The North 
Mountain Halls (Shasta, Diablo, 
Lassen, Palomar and Whitney) are 
for transfer and returning students.
Finally there are the CerroVist.i 
Apartments. The apartments have 
only been lived in for the past two 
years and are still sparkling with 
newness. The four-bedroom apart­
ments are fully furnished. The 
highlight is the kitchen which is 
an added welcome after eating in 
the dining complexes night after 
night. These are only for second 
year students, but just think of 
where you can look forward to 
living your second year at Cal
» J 3 > >
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OAF-campus destinations provide stress relief and opportunities for procrastination for Cal Poly students.
Beyond the city limits
Em ily Rancer
MUSTANti DAILY
After spending hours in front of a 
computer or inside a classroom, a 
decent break from college life 
becomes necessary. Luckily, San Luis. 
Obispo C\)unty is full of escapes for 
the stressed-out student.
From beaches to hiking, the area 
holds a variety of destinations that
many Cal Poly students visit at least 
once in college. Although most of 
these escapes are off campus, it s easy 
to convince a car-owning friend to 
drive once you tell them about each 
place.
Not only do these places provide 
welcomed stress relief, but they can 
serve as fabulous procrastination des­
tinations as well.
P ism o Beach
Amazing beaches that stretch for 
23 miles coupled with unique shops 
and restaurants makes Pismo Peach a 
great stop.
Pomeroy Avenue is host to many 
favorites for Cal Poly students, 
including the Splash C'afe, which is 
famous for its award-winning clam 
chowder. Pomeroy extends all the
Space S o lu tio n s
20% off Bookcases
Real Wood Furniture 
Finished Your Way
Beds • Desks • Dressers • Bookcases 
Storage Boxes • Armoires
way to the beach, where visitors can 
either take a walk along the coastal 
path or on the pier, lie out on the 
sand, go surfing and more.
Cam bria
About a 40-minute 
drive North from C'al 
Poly, Cahibria plays * * 
host to a downtown 
filled with shops and restaurants and 
has miles of gorgeous beaches. Main 
Street, which is divided into two 
sections, holds about 40 shops and 
restaurants and sells everything from 
antiques to baseball memorabilia.
C'ambria is also only six miles 
from Hearst Castle, which is yet 
another unique visitors site.
In addition to the shopping and 
dining, C'ambria has spectacular 
beaches and a costal walking path. 
When the Kec Center becomes 
dreary, C'ambria can serve as an 
alternative treadmill.
B ishop’s Peak
When the sun finally comes out 
and homework can wait. Bishops 
Peak is the place to go. A hiking trail 
of nearly three miles winds its way 
up the 1..S59 foot tall peak.
(Cameras are a must for this hike, 
as panoramic views of San Luis 
Obispo are at every turn. Heck, you 
may even be able to pick out your 
dorm fmm the top.
Bring a friend for this escape, espe­
cially since you may have to do some 
mild rock climbing to reach the top.
Poly Canyon
Don’t have a car? No worries — 
an escape is no further than a five 
minute walk from most dorms. Poly
c
C'anyon, located just below the 
C]erro Vista Apartments, has been 
Cal Poly’s stress reliever for many 
years. A dirt trail shadowed by trees 
and greenery follows a bubbling 
creek for about a mile.
The trail eventually 
splits, offering visitors 
the chance to see the 
engineering and 
architecture designs of past students 
by going through a stone archway 
on the left, or by following the trail 
straight (past a couple houses) for a 
longer hike.
JU S T  I H F  F A C rS
How lo gel liu ie:
Pismo Beach; lake High wav 
101 South aiul exit at Price 
Street. Continue straight onto 
Highwav 1. Drive lime: 15 
iinnutc.s
Cambria; lake Highway 1 
North for about .M) miles, lurn 
right on C !ainbria Drive and 
left on Main Street. Drive 
time: ^0 minutes
Bishop’s l*eak; 'I‘ake Highland 
Drive from the .South eml ol 
taiupus aiul follow it to the 
base of the mountain. Drive 
time: 5 minutes
Poly Canyon: 1 tom North 
iVriineiei Roatl turn onto 
Mountain I am-. I'urn leh onto 
poly C'anvmi Roavl and follow 
the lo.id fiasr the metal gate.
1 )rive time; NON!
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EVENTS
Parking lot H-16 ^
. (north of Campus Market)
Free Admission
B M X  S X U M X  S H O W  ^
Giant Bicycles presents riders from  
the X-Games, Gravity Games, and Vans Triple Crown
M U S IC
LIVE Performances with co-headliners Sugarcult and Home Grown
on the Ernie Bali Stage
..^1^ F*EST1VAL. A R E A
Food /  Activities /  Give-aways
For more Information call 756-1112 or visit asi.calpoly.edu/events.
ASI will be every student's connection to the ultimate college experience.
TURN-KEY Real Estate
M AN AG EM EN T  SE R V IC E S , INC
Apartm ents starting at
1 Bedroom ......................... $ 675.00/mo
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3 Bedroom s........................$1425.00/mo
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W ine on a budget: Step 
outside the boxed version
Melissa L. Dorcak
M U ST A N t. DAILY
Wine tan bt (.litl'crtiit things to dif- 
fcront tollogt studtnts: simplt is not 
one of them. From two-buck C'.huck 
to a splendid Bordeaux, the world of 
w’iiit is as diverse as it is mystifying.
Unfortunately, most college stu­
dents shy away from 
wine, deeming it 
snobby and expensive.
However, a closer look 
into the industrv
open house
CULTURE
The basics: which is which
There are two main families of 
wine grapes, according to 
About.com: Vitis Vinifera and Vitis 
Labrusca. Between these two families 
there are more than 5,<MK) varieties 
of grapes. This makes for a lot of dif­
ferent kinds of wine. Here are only 
a few of the imist popular types of 
wine as described by 
Ahout.com.
C a b e r n e t
Sauvignon: This
exposes an affordable underbelly that  ^deep red color and can he
college students, especially C:al l\>ly ‘^ •'her mild or rich in flavor. It is usu- 
students, should exploit. ‘‘••v ^lescrihed as having blackberry
We live in the heart of one of the overtones. Cabernets are gitiwn all 
most renowned wine industries in over the world since the grape
the world. F.ven the French agree 
that our w’ine ranks among the best. 
This article will break down the 
snob harrier and equip you with
adapts well to various climates.
Bordeaux: This ruby colored 
wine is made from C^ahernet 
Sauvignon grapes. It gets its name
some insights so that you may conft- from the R*gion in France where it 
dently impress your next date, or at was first grown. One way to distin- 
least not make a fool of yourself. see Wine, page 31
Where Do We Go 
From Here?- -
Career Forum
A speakers panel on careers for 
current and prospective students in 
Liberal Arts. Come listen and talk 
with Liberal Arts alumni pursuing 
a broad range of successful career 
paths.
O p e n  H o u s e  
S a t u r d a y ,  A p r i l  Itk  
1 1 - 1 2 : 1 5  p i l l  
H A C : P h i l i p s  H a l l
T h e C o llege  o f C iberal A rts
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Wine
continueil from pn^e .W
guish a liordoanx is by its “cigar 
box” aroma.
Merlot: A mcrlot is not as harsh 
at its fellow red wines because it has 
less tannin in it.lannins are found in 
the skin of the grape; they give red 
wine its color and sharp taste.
Pinot Noir: This type of w ine is 
known as being extremely hard to 
grow, but it seems to do well m the 
coastal regions, like here. It can range 
in color from cherry red to a purple- 
red. Pinot Nchrs can range in flavors 
from earthiness to strawberries.
Syrah/Shiraz: A typically dry red 
wine, the Syrah has a peppery, spicy 
blackberry flavor. Shiraz, the 
Australian name for Syrah, is the most 
widely gmwn grape m Australia.
Chianti:This is the wine that tra­
ditionally comes in a basket-bottle 
that Italian restaurants use as candle- 
holders. Its Italian roots make this a 
perfect w'ine with hearty Italian 
dishes.
Chardonnay: Tins grape is easy 
to grow', so it's usually not as expen­
sive as other wines. It can taste semi­
sweet or sour, depending on the 
region it is from. Typical flavors 
include apple, melon, and oak.
Sauvignon Blanc: Typically a 
very light, white wine, Sauvignon 
Blanc can be sweet or dry. This wine 
has been growing in C'.alifornia since 
1S79, but originated in, yep, you 
guessed it. France.
C ham pagne/Sparkling wine: 
Only wines from the (diampagne 
region of France can be called 
Cdiampagne. 1 he rest are simply 
sparking wines. It is very important
to (.Iriiik a sparkling wine from a 
flute, or a tall narrow wine glass. 
( )therw ise, the w ine will quickly 
lose its bubbles.
Tasting your w'ine
Brittney Blete is the wine tasting 
manager at Tolosa Winery in San 
l.uis Obispo. She said an easv way to 
remember the proper way to taste 
W'ine is the five S's. “It helps you 
experience the value of the wine, 
and appreciate the different charac­
teristics,” she said.
The first S is sight; (sbserve the 
color of your wine, does it look 
right? The second S is swirl. 
Swirling the glass opens the wine to 
release the aromas. Next come sniff; 
take in the aromas. After that it is 
time to slurp the wine. Slurping 
opens up the wine in your mouth, 
allowing you to get the full effect. 
And lastly, savor.
But not everyone knows about 
the pmper tasting etiquette. “We’ll 
get people who down (their wine) 
like a shot,” Blete said. But that does­
n’t mean that you have to follow all 
the rules either. “W'ine snobs go by 
the book, but how can you actually 
enjoy it that w,iy?” Blete said.
Blete said that a good wine is 
balanced, meaning it has great body 
with a little acidity to it. “Some can 
taste t(H) watered down, some can 
taste too aciihe.” .Also, when it 
comes dow n to it, Blete saul a good 
wine is all about good grapes. “You 
can't make good wine with bad 
fruit,” she said.
F'or beginners. Blete recommends 
Iblosa's 2(M»2 (diardomiay, since 
white wine is usu.illy friendlier than 
red wine. .And once vour taste buds
are peaked, Blete suggests the 2001 
Binot Noir.
Pairing
Another bit of advice that Blete 
offered was to drink wine with 
food. “Wine and food compliment 
each other st> well,” she said.
Pairing wine with food comes 
with its own set of rules. In my 
experience, the people at CTnitral 
C4s.ist Wines on Higuera Street in 
downtown San Luis Obispo are the 
most helpful when it conies to 
choosing W'ine.
Brian Ledernian is a wine and 
viticulture and agribusiness senior, 
and works for CT'iitral CTsast Wines. 
As a rule of thumb, he said seafood is
best enjoyed with white wine, but 
Ledernian warns that pairing wine 
with food IS much more complicat­
ed than that.
He explained that it depends 
more on the way the food is pre­
pared. If your dish has a cream sauce, 
then a buttery chardonnay would 
compliment the dish perfectly. 
Shellfish tends to have a sweet flavor 
to it, and so a crisp Riesling or 
Ciewiirztraminer is appropriate.
Furthermore, zinfandel works 
best with barbecued food and a 
roasted dish would be excellent with 
any type of burgundy wine. But in 
all reality, “It’s whatever you like,” 
Ledernian said.
Blete agrees. “Bottom line, try
everything. Otherwise \ou don’t 
know w hat you like.”
Buying W'ine
Probably the toughest obstacle for 
a college student to overcome is that 
we can't exactly lay down $4.S for ,i 
bottle of wine. But that doesn’t 
mean that we must subject ourselves 
to bo.xed W'ine.
“A lot of people think price is a 
factor, but that's not true,” Blete said.
Ledernian said that Trader joes 
imports are very price friendly and ,i 
good place to start. You can buy a 
decent bottle of wine for as little as 
$4. Also, ('.entral (^oast Wines' tan 
suggest some inexpensive local 
wines thev carrv in their store.
Summer in  Spain
Spanish language Immersion Program
July 2 - July 30, 20 0 5 in Valladolid 
Earn 8 Cal Poly Units while you travel!
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Cal Poly weaponeers face moral dilemmas
Carrie M cGourty
.lUSIANl. DAllY
personal predicament of fulfilling 
his potential as an engineer, which 
could mean designing weapons that 
will kill, or settling for the medioc­
rity of civilian projects, which might 
encompass work that limits his 
capability.
“The intellectual challenge is 
lands became addicted to the pu?- really important,” he said. “Hut you
His life was changed completely 
\hen a family friend handed six- 
ear-old Francesco Ciiannini a 
iiodel airplane at a dinner gathering 
It their home m Koine. His small
should be thinking 
about what happens 
to that idea too.” 
Ciiannini is an 
Italian citizen and
• I
zle of putting together 
parts. His mind was o p e O  K o U S e  
•onsunied with the a J C
process of creating ^
'Oniething from noth- 
iig. His behavior reflected that of a eannot work in the United States, 
lumtessential enuineer. but his situation reflects many Cal
In a countrv with a long history Holy engineers who find themselves 
if battles and conflict, the relics of at a turning point in their young 
varfare inspired the young boy. career. As the Bush administration 
Fascinated bv the military machines increases its military spending to 
that ruled the sky, he inherently combjjt the escalating war on ter- 
knew he would study and craft his rorism, engineering graduates will 
own designs. enter a work force where weapons
Hut when he grew up, and fol- manufacturing is a reality for job 
lowed his dream from Italy to the stability.
United States to study aeronautics at “Not working for the military 
( :al Holy, C'.iannmi realized the grim entails a high price,” said Cianmni. 
reality that settled upon his future: No engineer that I know of looks
He would not be creating toys, but make weapons. You might be 
tools of war. doing something bad, but should
“If you're an engineer, you have a deny your family a good life
will to create things independent of because you don t want to be
what’s happening in the world,” said of the war machine?
Ciianmni, aeronautical engineering Hush Administration pro­
graduate. “ I have ideas that can turn P«sed to congress to increase its 
into reality, but I don’t think about military spending to nearly $420 
how It will impact people. It just so billion in 2005. According to the 
happens that I’m good at designing CAUiter for Defense Information, an 
airplanes.” independent watchdog group that
Like many, he struggles with the monitors the projects and spending
Aerospace 
engineering 
senior 
Yevgeniy 
Cisin may 
work for 
Boeing 
when he 
graduates. 
He realizes 
there’s a 
possibility 
that his 
job may 
include 
designing 
weapons.
MATT
WECHTER
MUSIANC. DAII.Y
of the U.S. military, the administra­
tion will also increase its military 
spending to $2.7 trillion over the 
next six years. The GDI said that 
popular misconception holds that 
the majority of the budget will go 
to combat operations, but in fact it 
will be earmarked for research and 
manufacturing of weapons and pur­
chasing of arms.
This means that engineering cor­
porations will receive billions in 
military contracts to manufacture 
state-of-the art defense systems and 
job opportunities will open for
many engineers.
For future engineers, an ethical 
dilemma presents itself. On one 
hand, said aerospace engineering 
senior Yevgeniy Ciisin, engineers can 
work for the civilian sector of a 
company and face unchallenging 
work that leaves little room for job 
growth and recognition. C')n the 
other hand, military contracts will 
provide engineers with freedom to 
pursue their ingenuity, a higher 
income and a chance to shine with­
in the company.
“How can you make a name for 
yourself when you cannot innovate
at all?” said Ciiannini. “ It’s too bad 
that my sector happens to equate 
the greater efficiency of killing of 
people. It hurts to think about it.”
W eapons and Cal Poly
The corporate partnership 
between Cal Holy and engineering 
companies who manufacture 
weapons runs deep in the universi­
ty’s history.
Founded in the early 19(K)s as a 
predominantly vocational and agri­
cultural school. Cal Holy trained its
see Weaponeers, page 33
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students with a wide range of skills 
to apply in multiple industries. Its 
early foundation in practical skills, 
especially engineering, helped to 
the university to establish notoriety 
and credibility among hiring com­
panies as the century advanced.
Cal Poly graduates were soon 
recruited in the engineering indus­
trial sect, many of whom had 
worked in diverse areas of the trade, 
including public works and 
weapons manufacturing.
To adequately prepare students 
for their careers. Cal Poly’s College 
of Engineering partnered with 
engineering companies in the last 
few decades and formed an adviso­
ry counsel that develops a cohesive 
and up-to-date curriculum, said
Amy Hewes, the director of publi­
cations and communications for the 
college.
“They prepare students for the 
jobs that will be available when they 
get out of college,” Hewes said.
The advisory counsel consists of 
170 members, composed of faculty 
and corporate representatives. 
Among the companies are Boeing, 
Raytheon, Northrop Grumman and 
Lockheed Martin, who according to 
the CD I, are the major contractors 
for weapons systems manufacturing. 
There are also a number of corpo­
rate advisor counsel members who 
don’t partake in the manufacturing 
of weapons.
“They make sure that the engi­
neering department maintains high 
standards and a relevant curriculum 
to stay competitive in the academic 
and professional world,” Hewes said.
MATT W ECHTER MUSTANG RAIl.Y
Aeronautical engineering graduate Francesco Giannini is unsure about 
whether he will use his education to build weapons.
The theory behind the Cal Poly 
engineering education curriculum, 
Hewes said, is that graduates will 
acquire an array of holistic, practical 
and theoretical skills that can be 
applied to many areas of the engi­
neering field, including weapons 
manufacturing.
“But there is no specific groom­
ing of them for one particular 
industry,” Hewes said. “We’re the 
largest supplier of students in the 
state and that would pigeon-hole 
us.
Yet, there are strong economic 
ties between the college and 
weapons manufacturing companies. 
As “industry partners” with the 
College of Engineering, Lockheed 
Martin, Northrop Grumman, 
Raytheon and Boeing corporations 
donated hundreds of thousands of 
dollars in 2()()3-04, in addition to 
numerous student scholarships.
“They help out the students a 
lot,” said Steven Deol, an industrial 
engineering senior. “They send us 
emails all the time about intern­
ships, co-ops and job opportunities. 
Students want to work for those 
companies because they have a very 
good reputation and they pay well. 
They definitely have a presence on 
campus.”
In 2003, the aeronautical engi­
neering department, Boeing, 
Northrop Grumman and Lockheed 
Martin provided funds for the 
CubeSat Developer’s Workshop, the 
Spacecraft Design Research Fund 
and the Aircraft and Spacecraft 
Design Labs, among other depart­
ment programs and activities. In the 
mechanical engineering depart­
ment, Lockheed Martin Missiles and
Students want to work for those companies because 
they have a very j^ ood reputation and pay well. ’  ’
— STEVEN DEOL
iiuiustrul engineering senior
Space gave a $5,000 grant to Dr. 
Frank Owen to develop Micro 
Electro-Mechanical Systems
(MEMS) applied research projects.
Career Services did not track the 
number of Cal Poly graduates who 
went on to work for these compa­
nies, but enginev*rs from almost 
every major were recruited by 
them, especially electrical, mechani­
cal, aeronautical, computer science 
and computer engineering. These 
companies work on numerous pro­
jects that don’t involve weapons, but 
Gisin said that fresh recruits won’t 
know what they’ll be working on 
when they’re hired.
“When you’re interviewing for a 
job, often times you interview for a 
department, not a project,” Ciisin 
said, who interned with Boeing last 
summer and worked on civilian air­
planes. “As a new employee, it might 
be hard to take a moral stance 
against a project if you’re worried 
about your future.”
College of Engineering Dean 
Peter Y. Lee declined an interview 
for this article.
A graduate measures his worth
In 1976, mechanical engineering 
sophomore John Kump took a seat 
in Bill Stein’s ME 211 class for engi­
neering statics and heard a com­
ment that he would remember for 
years.
A student asked professor Stein 
why he left the private sector to 
pursue teaching.
“Bombs,” he replied.
Stein’s involvement on the first 
supersonic bomber, the XB70, 
“morally rubbed him the wrong 
way,” Kump said.
The engineer who takes person­
al responsibility for the end use of 
his or her inventions has been man­
ifested in many Cal Poly graduates. 
For Kump, his work on Electronic 
Warfare platforms, which were 
implemented in the Ciulf War to 
jam enemy radar, made him very 
proud.
“(They) save our guys’ lives,” 
Kump said, whose work on the 
ALQ-1H4 ECM pod bamboozled 
enemy radar-guided missiles and 
contributed to the Air Force’s asttm- 
ishingly low losses.
The project was contracted by 
Raytheon to Addington 
Laboratories, where Kump took his 
first job as a mechanical engineer 
and worked for eight years.
“1 have to admit, being a young 
engineer in a defense contract envi­
ronment was very exiting,” said 
Kump, who graduated from Cal 
Poly in 1980 with a degree mechan­
ical engineering. “I remember the 
first vibration test I had to run. I was 
on a steep technical learning curve
see Weaponeers, page 36
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T ^ J Sunday Mass; 6 pm at 
Nativity of Our Lady 
221 Daly Ave.
Mass Mon.-Thurs. 11:10am 
at the Newman Catholic Center 
(located behind CP health center)
Check us out on the web at 
www.slonewman.org
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E-mail us at: slobc@kcbx.net
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On Pomeroy by the Pismo Pier
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' >/ CAFE
197 Pomeroy 
Pismo Beach. CA
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San Luis Obispo, CA
Begins This Friday. Apri 15^
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and seafood!
20+ Vendors • Live entertainment 
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SPONSORED BY;
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Weaponeers
f «  jrocontinuedf m page 33 
and had no fear of failure ... it was 
all red-blooded engineering and I 
had so much fun!”
A changing nature o f war
In the last century, weapons sys­
tem development and combat tech­
niques have been created to limit 
traditional battles where soldiers 
fight soldiers, and to maximize dev­
astation to the enemy’s land.
This, changing nature of war has 
affected the weapons manufactur­
ing industry to become more 
focused on technologically 
advanced systems, many of which 
will take years to manufacture. This 
means that engineers who create 
weapons during one conflict, 
might see their inventions applied 
decades later for much different 
purposes.
Such might be the case with the 
C-17 Transport Aircraft, currently 
being manufactured by Boeing and 
Pratt & Whitney.
The military plans to purchase 
134 C-17 aircraft at a cost of $44.86 
billion to replace the aging C-141 
transports. Christopher Heilman, a 
senior analyst at CDI, wrote in 2003 
that “in order to bring down the 
aircraft s cost, Boeing is looking at 
additional overseas sales of the air­
craft ... and is considering a plan to 
help fund a civilian version of 
Boeing’s C-17.”
“1 definitely realize there’s a pos­
sibility of weapons to be used for 
any way imaginable,” said aerospace 
engineering senior Yevgeniy Gisin, 
who may work for Boeing when he 
graduates. “It won’t stop me from 
working on a military project. It’s 
my priority as a citizen to vote in 
such a way that my government 
chooses to be wise about the use of 
weapons 1 created for them.”
A new generation consults its 
conscience
Like Gisin, many Cal Poly gradu­
ates will enter the work force and 
possibly manufacture weapons to
fulfill their potential as engineers.
“A weapon isn’t something 
morally reprehensible to make,” 
Gisin said. “Nuclear weapons have 
enabled one of the most peaceful 
periods in the world’s history ever 
because people are scared of getting 
nuked.”
Ciisin said that finding job stabil­
ity, having more creative freedom 
and a chance to gain a presence in a 
company are benefits of working 
on weapons systems. Graduates 
who amass student loans and who 
become anxious from years of 
homework without actual projects 
are also decisive factors in choosing 
to work for military contracting.
But some still struggle with the 
moral dilemma of the humanitarian 
impact of weapons. Brett Heliker, 
who graduated from Cal Poly in 
2003 with a degree in aerospace 
engineering and is a candidate for a 
masters degree in the same area, is in 
the middle of choosing between 
jobs at Northrop Grumman (for a 
department, not a project) or a job 
at Stanford research center.
“I think I’m going to choose 
Stanford because 1 can’t stand the 
thought o f making weapons,” 
Heliker said. “And their mission 
statement is to improve the quality 
of the world.”
Engineers really do love to 
improve the world, said aerospace 
engineering graduate student 
Francesco Giannini at Linnea’s cof­
fee shop, straightening a wobbling 
table. Giannini, who at a very young 
age fell in love with airplanes and 
dreamed of engineering them, 
struggles with the ethical dilemma 
of working on weapons manufac­
turing projects when he graduates 
and works for industry.
“They don’t live in a physical 
world, they live in a world of ideas,” 
Giannini said. “It’s a human gift to 
take something that doesn’t exist 
and make it a reality.”
(iiannini studied his hands and 
then took the final sip of his espres­
so.
“But it’s ugly that this process can 
he used to harm other people.”
\ \  l / /
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"B £ST ITALIAN RESTAURANT'
•Mustang Daily Reader's Poll
Thank you Cal Poly 
students for your patronage.
Take 10% Offwiúi your student i.d.
Daily Lunch & Dinner SpeciaL 
Patio I'hning & Private Parties • Full Bar • Open Late
690 Higuera Street • San Luis Obispo
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Poly Choœktes: A  Êdr trade iood
open house
Cal Poly chocolates is a 
student-run enterprise 
produced in the food science 
and nutrition departm ent
TitTany Dias
MUSTANC; I>AI1Y
Cal Poly chocolates became even 
sweeter after receiving Fair Trade 
Certification by TransFair USA.
The certification followed CAl 
Poly chocolate creator and food 
science professor Tom 
Neiihaus’ decision to 
buy organic cocoa 
beans in an attempt to 
help farmers and their tamilies m 
developing third-world countries.
*‘We need to think of food not 
just as fuel or something that is 
good for our bodies, but as some­
thing that was grown by tanners in 
order to provide for their families,” 
Neuhaus said.
A Fair Trade Certified proiluct 
receives a fair price for the harvest, 
at least $1,750 per metric ton and 
$1,9.50 per ton of organic cocoa 
beans. Fair Trade helps farmers in 
developing countries gain access to 
international markets, allowing 
them the ability to compete in the 
global marketplace.
”1 made the decision awhile ago 
to go organic.” Neuhaus said.“Most 
of the 5merican public doesn’t 
know what Fair Trade is all about, 
but they do know what organic is.” 
Neuhaus said.
The criteria for becoming a fair
trade provider include: fair prices 
for farmers, free association of 
workers and co-ops and access to 
capital and sustainable agricultural 
practices, with restricted use of 
agrochemicals.
Nutrition junior Ashley Sakaishi 
said the popularization of the 
organic and health food markets 
will increase awareness for Fair 
Trade.
“People are becoming more and 
more aware of what they are 
putting in their 
mouths," Sakaishi said.
Cal Poly chocolates 
are produced in the 
food science and nutrition depart­
ment. The student-run enterprise 
project began m
Students enrolled in FSN 201 
and FSN 401 take a "hands-on” 
approach to the chocolate business. 
They are required to work in pro­
duction for six hours, usually on 
Fridays, and are involved m the 
development of new chocolates, 
packaging and product placement.
Nutrition senior Jennifer .Matz 
hopes more companies sell Fair 
Trade gooils.
“ I wish there was more emphasis 
placed on corporations like 
Hershey to sell Fair Trade (choco­
late),” Matz said.
Neuhaus changed cocoa bean 
suppliers after tr.iveling to Chana 
.md visiting a cocoa farm there. In 
(ihana, he learned ot unfair buying 
practices that forced many people 
to lose their farms.
rOM SANDERS .MUSiAN i; UAii v 
White chocolate pretzels are 
produced in the food science and 
nutrition department.
“ Farmers have no bargaining 
room so they sell their beans at low 
prices.” Neuhaus said.
Neuhaus hopes that fair trade 
foods on campus won't stop at 
ciuu oíate.
“What I would rather see is for 
students to demand Fair Trade food 
products on campus,” he said.
JUST THE FACTS
Cal Poly chocolates can be 
piirchased at Campus Market, 
Cal Pojy Dowmtown and 
Scolari’s on Johnson Avenue,
l i f e  I s  more com plicated  now.
Y O U R  A D
¡ Call Mustang Daily Advertising at 756-1143
Need a listening ear, a word of advice, or simply a comforting hand? We’re committed 
to caring for you. Planned Parenthood provides services for both men and women.
Birth Control • PreRnancy Testinu 5i Optioas Education • STl Testinu Si Treatments 
Emergency Contraception • Gynecological Exams
Free services for those that qualify through state funding.
0  P lanned  Parenthood-
74  ^Pismo Street, San Luis Obsipo 805.549.9446
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Members 
of the
CULU KI
Club
introduce
foreign
languages to
students and
Bishop’s
I’eak and
Sinsbcimer
elementary
schools.
NICK llOOVhK
\U 'S IA N ( ;  l ) \ IU
A S I  S T U D E N T  O D V E R N M E N T
l i f e .
CULTURE to dassioom
I h eC U IT U R i: Club is 
tcacliing Spanish and French 
to local elementary students 
through an outreach program
Caitlin I^onnell
ML'SIANi. DAIIV
r lie ( 'U rrU K F  (Hub is seiuling 
stikients to local elementary schools 
to introduce foreign languages to 
children.
The C:UnUKI-; club, which 
stands ftvr ('hildren Using Language 
Id Understand “K” Earth, was start-
e si last
open house
CULTURE
w e r e
interested in sharing their foreign 
languages skills w'ith children in the 
coinnuinit>-.
“The rest of the world usually 
learns languages earlier and there is a 
desire to learn about other cultures
and languages.” ('U l LUKE Cdub 
President and modern languages and 
literature senior Kevin Van 1 louteii 
said. “What we try to do is give the 
younger students the opportunity to 
spark interest in a foreign language.”
Volunteers work in pairs teaching 
elementary students at Siiisheimer 
and Bishop's Peak elementary schools 
one or two days a week.
“It's good to give students the 
tipportunitN to learn about other cul­
tures that we aren't directly involved 
with here in (kilifornia,”Van Houten 
said.
About 10 Cal Poly students teach 
basic Spanish and French to the local 
children through the club.
“We try to fill .is many classmoms 
as they give us,“Van Flouten said.
The main focus of the club now is 
to begin an afterschool program.
“We would like to have more indi­
vidualized gmuping and to go more 
in depth with the students,” he said.
your choice,  our future.
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Ask your Scion dealer about the College Graduate Program  $400 Rebate.?:
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W I L D  H O R S E
W I N E R Y  & V I N E Y A R D S
Ktixr Rne
Voted “Best Local W ine” 
14 years in a row! 
New Times SLO County
V isit the Talley Vineyards tasting room on 
Lopez Drive in Arroyo G rande to experience the wines 
that noted wine critic Robert M . Parker, jr. has called 
''world-class C hardonnay and Pinot N o ir"  and 
"some of California's most Burgundian offerings."
Tasting room open daily 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Featuring Talley Vineyards Bishop's Peak wines
‘w- Private conference room available for 
business meetings fii. group tastings
T A L L E Y
T H E  B E S T  
M A R G A R IT A  
I N  T O W N
Nine stops, at least nine drinks 
later, one reporter recalls the 
best and worst of the margarita 
offerings in San Luis Obispo
Christina Joslin
M U M A N d  DAILY
San Luis Obispo is a pretty small 
town. Yet, this little haven offers a 
remarkably wide-rang of margaritas 
at a variety of venues.
My mission, which I chose to 
accept, was to find the best margari­
ta in town.
The night started at lortilla Flats, 
where my friend and 1 sat at the bar 
and watched some peculiar people 
twirl around the dance floor. 
Lhoroughly amused, I sipped on a
S i l v e r  
1* a t r o n 
margarita 
with salt 
and rocks
that Lori, the tiny but vastly experi­
enced bartender, made me. It was 
quite good, but tasted ordinary and 
was expensive.
Next stop, Fepe Delgado’s. 
C'ompared to most Mexican restau­
rants in town, the food was scrump­
tious but the margarita was hell on 
earth. It tasted as if I was sipping 
tequila through a straw. Sorry, but
^ ^ . . .  the only way /  ctijoy dritikhi i^ straiyilit tequila is 
after lickinii salt ojf someone’s neck, shootinq it 
ami snchit{q on a lime. ’  ’
open house
LIFESLO
MATT W ECHTER m u s t a s l . d a iiy
The quest for the best margarita in town included stops at VaJIarta’s 
Mexican Food and Cantina, Applebees, Cafe Roma and Blue.
the only way I enjoy drinking 
straight tequila is after licking salt off 
of someone’s neck, shooting it and 
sucking on a lime. Co to Fepe 
Delgado’s for the food, not the 
drinks.
My sober driver then took me to
Applebee’s. Unexpectedly, the 
Perfect Margarita was actually 
remarkably close to perfect. It was 
18(M) ILeposado tequila, Cointreau 
and Crand Marnier served martini 
style with a shaker and strainer 
see Margarita, page 41
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Margarita
c o n t i n u a l  f ro m  p a ge  4 0  
(which gave it a nice touch). And for 
the amount of money 1 paid, 
Applebee’s undeniably gave the 
largest portitin compared to every- 
where else.
Served with one of their many 
desserts (the dulce de leche cheese­
cake was amazing), the Perfect is a 
great way to enjoy an evening out 
with friends or on a date.
At Tiihoe joe’s, Ben, the gorgeous 
bartender with a cute smile and 
sc|uinty eyes (uh-oh, my “goggles” 
were starting to kick in), poured me 
iimther Silver Patron Margarita on 
the rocks. It was good, comparable 
to the one at Tortilla Flats.
Next, my friend and I went to 
Vallarta’s Mexican Food and 
Cantina. C'harlie, the dark and 
handsome bartender, made me one 
of the best margaritas of the night. 
He suggested the 4 -(i’s (írand 
Margarita made with Tres 
Cíeneraciones Ultra Premium tequi­
la, Crand Marnier, lime luice and a 
hint of sugar. I sat there with a bas­
ket of chips and salsa and fully 
enjoyed every sip.
“ My drink must have been pretty 
good or else you wouldn’t be so 
red,” Charlie said as 1 was leaving.
1 w.is getting pickled and starting 
to glow.
On to the king of margarit.is. Café 
Koma. Oh ... my ... gosh! Their 
scratch drinks are superuir to any 
other bar or restaurant. And not just 
the margaritas, but every drink thev 
make. Todd, the energetic bartender 
with the New Zealand accent, made 
me the best margarita of the night 
— with limes, lemons and oranges 
squeezed into a pint glass with 
crushed ice. He then added simple 
svrup (sugar water) and Sauza. 
Unlike some of the other drinks, this
margarita had an authentic taste and 
due to the lack of bottled jnixers, it 
had no preservatives.
“I’m going to make it with cheap 
tequila, just so you can see how 
good our margaritas really are,”Todd 
said.
Off the margarita topic, they also 
have quite a few tasty scratch drinks 
at ( '.até Koma. The mojito is a great 
drink that combines mint leaves, 
limes and crushed ice with Baccardi.
Mustang Alley was our next stop. 
B a r t  e n d e r
JUST THE 
FACTS
margaritas, 
Cafe Roma 
came out on 
top with a 
combination 
of limes, 
lemons, 
oranges 
and Sauza
Michelle made 
me a similar 
scratch margari­
ta. It was deli­
cious, but
lacked the 
authenticity of 
Chifé Koma.
Somehow, I had 
managed to 
consume about 
seven margaritas 
by this point.
.And that’s 
when mv night 
got rough.
Hudson’s ... The bartender made 
my drink wav too strong. For some 
reason, people think a good mar­
garita , contains disproportional 
amounts of tequila. I must h.ive 
been a sight to see that night.
Last stop: Blue. You wcuild think 
their classy reputation would guar­
antee quality drinks, but their mar­
garita was completely sub-par. You’d 
think that by my intoxicated state, 
my last drink would have tasted like 
water, but it didn’t. Blue makes a 
specialty margarita with tequila and 
blue curacaos. Unfortunately, the 
two liquors combine for an unpleas­
ant drink.
My night ended with two aspirin 
and a big glass of water. And of 
course, a headache in the morning.
International experience 
just one quarter away
Caitlin Donnell
MUSIANO IVMIY
('al Poly ranks fourth in the nation 
f(\^he number of students it semis to 
Ntiidy abmad, among universities that 
offer master’s degn*es, according to a 
surx’ev’ conducted by the Institute of 
International F.diication.
The 2<Hl4 Kejsort tm Internatioiul 
Ediicanon Exchangi’ s.nd that 54‘> ('al 
Polv students studied abmad in 2(H»2-
03. The number incmased in 200.1-
04, when Cal Polv sent .3H5 students 
abm.id to nioR* than 20 countries.
“I refer to it .is the best kept 
secR't.” s.nd John Battenburg. interim 
director for Cal Polv’s International 
Education and Pmgrams. “I think 
that It surprises many individuals that 
(!al Polv is so involved 
in international educa­
tion.”
The Institute of 
I n t e r n a t i o n a I 
Education, publisher of the annual 
R'pijrt, also found that C'al Poly was 
the only (\ilifornia State Universitv’ 
in Its category to be ranked in the top 
20 .
“Outside of the cl.issmom,.issisting 
Students in studying abmad is one of 
the most significant things that we do 
at Cal Poly because it is life altering. 
It changes how they view' themselves 
and the world around them,” 
Battenburg said.
(ial Poly offers study abmad
Open house
CULTURE
l (H Rl l.sv m o l o
London, Spain and Australia 
are some of the most popular 
destinations for Cal Poly students.
opportunities thmugh the (California 
State University International 
Pmgrams. Fhea' are pmgrams that 
last one quarter, such .is (Cal Poly at 
Sea, London Study and 
Thai Study.
Battenburg said that 
London, Spam and 
Australia are some of 
the most popular destinations for (Cal 
Poly students.
Nutrition senior Molly Wharton, 
studied in Seville, Spain during 
spring 2<M)4. While abroad, Wharton 
lived with a host family that she still 
keeps in touch with.
“I gained an open mind about 
what’s out there,” she said. “Studying 
abmad is definitely wortli it, to be 
able to meet new people, travel and 
see things that I’ve only read about 
in books.”
G R A D U A  T IO N
V i A VWJ L y jr jL  j I  O
A  special 4 day event 
for all June Qraduates
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cL LORRAL * ^ap, an d  com m en cem en t tickets
Bo o k s t o r e
A NONi'tuf fi iiii.AN’i/AiioN sumM: l AL Poly stN( t Wi]
w w w .elcorrali3ciakstore.cam  check ou t the fp^aduation section  on our wehsite
. . . .  . y  , ,
■ - pt  .u
Your Financial 
Education 
Begins Here!
As a Cal Poly student, you 
are elig ib le to jo in SESLOC 
Federal C redit Union.
r »  ^> T»
■ ■ ^ e C c o m e
r
And that can mean a lifetim e 
o f financial advantages!
•  On-cam pus branch
•  ATM - $5 increm ents
•  VISA check card
•  Online account access
•  Student loans
•  No m inimum balance 
H, checking account
•  $1 overdraft fee for 
transfers from savings. 
No fee for line o f credit 
overdraft
....and some of the best
rates in town.
■^SESLGC
FIDIML CRLDI r UNION
ik-UA msufid to $100,000 Oy fh* N*tk>niii
Aäminäwiöori. »US ai0«ncy 6qu»l «wortwfty
Located in the University Union, 
across from El Corral Bookstore. 
805/543-1816 ❖  805/227-1030 
wwwseslocorg
O P E N 'H O U S E
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SLO TOWN BARBER SHOP
$10 HAIRCUTS
Fues-Thur 7am-6pm Mark Roetker 1261 Laurel Lane 
Fri-sat 8:30am-6pm 805.543.9744 San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Designer Cuts
Spccialix ing in M o d e rn  H a ir  C o lo r  c'’» C n u in g  F ed in iq n es
Great Studern Deals!
Gu>"S - C 'all os fo r a $ io  haircut 
G ir ls  - G et $ 5  o f i an y  co lo r st‘r\ ice
¥  ¥  ¥
80$‘544-7^202
973 t. Foothill BoL(le>ard-SLO
Thinking of purchasing 
or refinancing^
100% Financing? C'ash out? Stated Income?
Debt Consolidation? Bruised Credit?
Please allow this Cal Poly alumni to take care of 
all your home loan needs.
Give me a call for fast and friendly service.
M I R I A M  S A L A M A N C A
Mortg.igc Banker
Cell: (SOS) 704-4985 
limail: .Salainaiua tniriain(a'yahoo.com
#
CAM fcRO N  H N A N U A i  GROUP, tNC
A tasting room  like no other.
CLAUTIERE VINEYARD
1 3 4 0  P e n m a n  S p r in g s  R o a d ,  P a s o  R o b le s
O p e n  d a ily  1 2 - 5  8 0 5 - 2 3 7 - 3 7 8 9  
w w w .c la u tie re .c o m
. - - V
R a n g e  M a s t e r
INDOOR SHOOTING RANGE
Pistol • Rifle • Shotgun
• Gun Sales (From just $25 over cost)
• Huge Selection of Ammunition
• Certified Shooting Instruction
• Pepper Spray, Stun Gun, and 
Personal Protection Products
•Huge Selection of Gun Rentals $5 Each
• Gun Accessories- Holsters and Gun Safes
• Police Equipment & Uniforms
C j^uH SiM-vIc« Gunsho^]^
For students with i.d. and this ad
S K O O T  F m  F illE E
with purchase of 2 boxes of Ammo per person
OPEN: Mon - Fii 10:30-5:30 Visa/Master Card Accepted
Sat 10:30-4:30
149 Granada Drive,Ste. A • San Luis Obsipo • 545-0322
Marti s Bar 
and tirili, 
located at 
673 Higuera 
St., was 
b.wich’d 
restaurant 
but recently 
switched 
to a bar 
after 
receiving 
a liquor 
license.
MAH WICHTER
MI M  A\(, DAII Y
100 shots, no time limit
Marti s Bar challenges patrons to 
participate in the Century Club 
Shot List; upon completion 
they’ll even throw you a party
Cory H arris
•ML'STAN:. D.MIY
liver tried battery aeid? What 
about a purple hooter?
At .Marti’s Bar and (¡rill, located 
at ()73 Higuera St., those are just 
two of tile slnits needed tti com­
plete tlieir arduous Century Cilub 
.Shot l ist.
former 
restaurant 
made the 
to Marti's
open house
LIFESLO
The
b.wieh'd 
recently 
transition
bar after receiving a 
liquor license.
“Anytime yon get a chance to 
get a liquor license on Higuera, 
you make that move," Marti's man­
ager Mike Figueroa said.
Marti’s holds a new cliallenge ftir Century (ilub Shot List, 
bar fans through the ('.entury C'.Iub Allen Alden, 23, was an employ- 
Shot List. ee for b.witch'd and is now a har-
“The Cientury Club will be tender for Marti’s. Alden enjoys the 
adding a lot to the bar,” Figueroa change in scenery fmm the restau- 
said. “ It is a list of 100 shots and rant to the bar.
there is no time limit on it. Just to 
see if you can do it before you 
gnidiiate or, maybe if you already 
h.ive graduated, something you can 
work on over 
the years.”
A f t e r 
aecoinphsli- 
mg 50 shots 
on the list, the 
bar will give you 
a (¡entury (¡liih T-shirt.
"When you reach 100 we s\ill 
throw a party for ytni liere," 
Figuertia said. “You 
pick the music and 
your favorite movie 
tor tlie night. We have 
a local artist that is 
going to paint your caricature up 
on the wall."
After being open only five 
weeks. 350 people have already 
up to participate in the
“It’s livelier liere,” he said.
“Martini nights on Friday are fun, 
hut Thursday nights are always 
good. I )iiring Farmers’ Market, 
everybody is eonnng in 
to che.ek out 
the projec­
tor. and the 
doors are 
open."
1 he new bar 
and grill holds a projector
which delivers a giant ini.ige that 
stands 7 feet high ami S feet wide 
on one of its walls. Figueroa hope^ 
that the projector can diversify the 
setting at M.irti’s.
“On ditferent nights we e.m do 
different themes,’’ he said. “We 
could have a eoniedy night or we 
can do old classic movie nights by 
sliownig movies or images on the 
projector."
Marti’s Bar and (¡nil is open 
Sunday through Saturday ll:.3(l 
a.111. to 2 a.111. with liappy lioiir 
from 5 p in. to 7 p.ni.
Fhe bar also serves an assort­
ment of “pub grub” from lum- 
hurgers to club sandwiches 
throughout the day.
missed a period? 
consider ali your choices
Vbu are not alone. Stop by our 
center for FREE pregnancy testing 
along with confidential and  caring 
options provided. .
n o  a p p o in t m e n t  n e e d e d
o a ll a n y t im e  
tel: 805-544-2000
PREG NANCY RESOURCE CENTER
1 75  S an ta  R osa St. San Luis O bIsfX). CA  9 3 4 0 5  
Across thG sfreaf fro m  S a n ta  R osa Park
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Cal Poly is the second Califoniia State University to offer a joint doctoral ¡m\^rani with 
a University of California campus. . . .  only UC schools are allou>ed to rant doctorates.
A  C E N T R A L  C O A S T  D E G R E E
Cal Poly and UCSB joined 
forces in the fall to offer 
a doctoral program based on 
both Central Coast campuses
Erica Drummond
MUSIANi, DAMS
C!.»l Poly nude history fall i.|uar- 
tcr as stiKieiUs arrived on campus 
for the university's first joint doc­
toral program.
Seven adults, ranging troin 
school principals to librarians, 
enrolled in cl.isses in the tall to take 
part in the new educa­
tional leadership
degree program.
Partnering with UC'
Santa Barbara, students spend their 
first year there before beginning at 
Cal Poly.
“We are creating a new graduate 
culture where students blend C'al 
Poly’s mission of ‘learn by doing’ 
with the strong research traditions 
of UC'SB,” said Jim (ientilucci, co­
director of the program at Cal Poly. 
“We believe this research-practice 
nexus will create new answers to 
educational problems that have 
plagued schools for decades.”
The idea of combining the tal­
ents of the tw’o universities is 
appealing, said Michael Cierber, co­
director of the program at UCSB.
“UC'SB is cl.issified as being a
open house
CAMPUS
major research institution with a 
great reputation,” Gerber said.“Aiul 
Cal Poly has an excellent reputation 
in the field — one of the finest of 
that sort. Blending these two things 
will result in the betterment ofthe 
students.’
Cal Poly IS the second Cadifonna 
State University tt> offer a joint 
doctoral pixigr.im v\ ith a University 
ot C.ilitorma lampiis. Acctirilmg to 
California legislation, only UC 
SI hools are alloweil to grant doctor­
ates.
The average time for students to 
complete the program 
IS three to five years. 
Directors designed the 
curriculum so that stu­
dents could try tt) begin and finish 
the program as a group.
Although the program is new, 
plans for it were discussed more 
than a decade ago.
“We began talking about (the 
program) in 19HH but put the idea 
aside because a new joint docttiral 
program was established then 
between UC Davis and Fresno 
State — the first of its kind,” Cierber 
said. “And that one never got off 
the ground.”
In 2001, Cial Poly faculty re­
approached UCiSB with the idea 
and it was well-received, with few 
issues to work out.
“We were all wanting this to
happen,” Gerber said. “These are 
two very different institutions. The 
big ideas were easy to agree upon 
but It was the day-to-ilay basis of 
the program that was complii ated.”
Gerber said that differences in 
financing policies, administration 
and huulty involvement sparked 
the most deliberation. .After a year 
ol negotiations and the approval of 
several lommittees, the uimersitiev 
got the green light to start the pro­
gram.
I loweser, not everything came 
glitch-free. One of the biggest 
obstacles pnyuram directors faced 
W.IS the distance between San Luis 
Obispo and Santa Barbara.
“Anything w'e can do to make 
that traveling distance less of a bur­
den, the better,” Gerber said, “ l ast 
year we had video conferencing for 
soiiie of the courses or we tried to 
schedule classes so students had to 
only come one day a week.”
Gerber said that the program still 
has a few kinks, but they are being 
worked out. After establishing the 
program, the main goal now' is to 
focus on the students.
“We don’t think of this as just an 
interesting new training program,” 
Cierber said. “We want this to be 
something important in our rela­
tionship w'ith the local schools. We 
want local schools to be interested 
in building talent for themselves.”
C2omputer
Tech Support 
For Poly Students!
► Now available to your dorm or off cam pus housing 24/71
► Fast, Friendly, Certified Technicians!
► Best Rates in Town!
Services Offered:
► Virus Rem oval & Prevention
► Hardware & Software Upgrades
► Com plete Service, Repair, M aintenance
► Data Recovery & Restoration
Mkmsoft
C E R T i P I t 0
► W e com e to you
On-Site; $55.00 per hcxjr 
$7 Travel Charge *
► Drop off your com puter here
In-Shop: $55.00 per hour 
(fslo Travel Charge)
El. C o r r a l  B o o k s t o r e
C«liro«r>t* Polyt#£hn.<t Un<w«r>itv
Your local one-stop technology resource.
7 8 2 .T E C H  (8 3 2 4 )
www.techxpress.net
’ $55 00 rate for CalPoty »tudents onty. duringjiomwl buame»» , M t
hour» M F 8am-5pm After hour» extra. $7l)0 travel fee charge r C C n n O lO Q U  lv l3 u €  t l3 5 U
for city of SLO only. Outside dtie« will be charged extra
lA U T IT T A
W INI RV
lasting Room O pen Daily 1 1 -5 prn 
Located directy oH Highway 101 
In between Arroyo G rande and N ipom o. 
8 8 8 -8 0 9 -V IN t 
WWW.LaetitiaWine.com
REALLY
U / d r v h d  o r e s s jO Ÿ  ìé’S S ?
□ a a d u l i l l
^  15 Higuera, SLO • Open Daily
designer fashions • name brands 
funk to formal • casual to cowboy
shoes r # T ^  housew ares
accessories ^  1 ^  app liances  
fu rn itu re  m attresses
radios tv's
880 Industrial Way ' 
San Luis Obispo 
Mon Sat 8 am-5:30 pm
Chech out the GooduilU
OUTLET
r- f
r H j
The pa t h  you choose  today 
can lead to t o m o r r o w ’s succes s .
If yodre ready to apply your knowtedge and skilh m the 
post ^ graduation job market, then toss your hat in with 
State Fund.
State Fund, the leading workers'tompensatwo msurance 
earner in Caltfomia, is interested in graduates seeking 
opportunity and statxNfy. We offer a wide range of 
positions throughout Cahfornta, phis an envirorwient 
that wih foster your continued growth.
At State Fund youH find exceptionai benefits. 
professKxial training to exparxl your horuons. and 
many advancement possibriities
I earn how you can join us by visttinq www sof.tom or 
by contacting Homan Resources at 415 S65-17i2.
T hen launch your career with State Fond and rise to 
new heights.
M*«'fwig is Ml Mia»i ofiporiiMky
Career opfwrtunilies 
may be available in:
• Marketxig 
•Commumcations 
•Underwriting 
•Claims
•loss Control 
•Business Services
• Customer Service 
•Legal
• Wormatioo Fechnofogy
• Finance and Accounting
• Human Resources
• .Admmntration
STATEC0«>»«irBAT>0«i
FUND
j f s s -
UltaBronz High-Pressure 
Tanning Beds 
Body Detailing UV Free 
Spray Tans in Less Than 4 
Minutes
Hair Color And Cuts 
Facials • Make-Up • Waxing 
Body Treatments ♦ Massage 
Therapy
“ '*  i.d, bar© E-iC©ntualî m^^m'Jkn^.
;b<n«e\Hi#<«l«’*'ii«wit4t(riiw. ahMi A 
0«i«f» .iir# <««M ,a( ¡pr«l«r!Mlt>MM. «il. 
4lf.«yr«<KW., 4)HV<U<'t. t«U mal Crtiv«f 
ah«>mic«>l» H««t c«r tfctifmi 4iiHi 'Otix 
m«iki«u^ t( M> ipuw. Ü« .«otufthf .ycMl k>r 
)«««M «ktr
J n e
PAdumjp Comeuika4»(0ini
511 Five Cities Dr. • Scolari's Shopping Center • Pismo Beach 
805.773-8838 • Gift Certificates Available
&
O P E N  H O U S E
5 0 t 5 « t f  ^ . . u L ' . w
350 High Street ;;641-4738
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A  hops, 
skip and 
a brew
rhe Brew Crew is devoted to 
the art o f home-brewing beer, 
focusing on the scientific 
instructional process o f brewing
Natasha Toto
.MUSlANd DAIIY
Codling all beer lovers!
Looking for a little more than 
the same, boring beer anyone can 
purchase at a supermarket or liquor 
store? There may be an answer.
The Brew O ew  is a new, ASI- 
approved club on campus devoted 
to the art of home-brewing beer.
Nicolas I’anofsky, environmental 
engineering senior and Brew C!rew 
president and founder, said he 
worked hard to get the club 
approved on (ial Poly’s dry campus.
“1 was unsure of whether I could 
get the club going,” Panofsky said.
‘‘But when 1 realized there was a 
wine club I knew we had a shot.”
Rather than actually doing the 
fermenting on campus, the club 
will focus on the instructional 
process of brewing beer.
Panofsky said he plans on bring­
ing in guest speakers and going on 
tours of breweries to educate 
members on the art form.
“We already have a tour lined up 
at Central Coast 
Brewery,” Panofsky O p C fl house 
said. “We are also plan­
ning on asking local 
experts to talk at our 
meetings.”
Panofsky also hopes to bring in 
experts from Cal Poly’s own 
microbiology department to dis­
cuss yeast cultivation, a key compo­
nent in beer fermentation.
Dr. Hany Khalil, Brew Crew 
faculty adviser and food science 
and nutrition professor , said he 
was happy to take on a role in the 
club.
NICK HOOVER .viusiANt. OAliY
Environmental engineering senior Nicolas Panofsky founded the Brew 
Crew on campus to get students interested in the art of homebrewing.
“The art of brewing beer is a fun 
and interesting topic,’’ Khalil said. 
“What a lot of people do not know 
is that there is a lot of science 
behind it.”
flavor, color and smell.”
He said beer-brewers must begin 
with four simple ingredients-molt- 
ed barley, water, yeast and hops. 
Hops is a common plant used in
o en
CAMPUS
Panofsky said the brewing brewing beer that adds a bitter tla- 
process takes anywhere from four vor to offset the taste of the molt 
to eight weeks, from the barley.
Combining the ingre- Erin Quinn, general engineering 
dients should only senior and Brew Crew vice presi- 
take about two hours, dent, said he and Panofsky began
but the formula must sit and fer­
ment for two to four weeks before 
bottling can take place.
He said that although there are a 
few technical ingredients needed 
to start the beer-making process, 
what is most interesting is how' 
anyone can customize their own 
beer using a variety of ingredients.
“You can really get creative 
when you brew beer,” Panofsky 
said. “You get to experiment with
their beer-brewing quest about a 
year ago while spending a summer 
in their hometown.
“Nick and i just started brewing 
for fun,” Quinn said. “Then when 
we returned to school we noticed 
our friends had some interest in it, 
too.
Panofsky and Quinn, close 
friends since they were in kinder­
garten, have slowly built up an 
see Brew Crew, page 45
SA N  LU IS O B ISPO  
719 Higuera St.
(At Broad St.)
543-5770
ATASCADERO  
8300 El Camino Real 
(Food For Less)
466-5770
PA SO  R O BLES  
145 Niblick Rd. 
(Albertson’s Clr.)
238-5770
m 26 YEARS 
OF
QUALITY
EYEWEAR
1
V 1
À
II -VUE
jjP isposab le  C on tact L e n se s 30% OFFFREE
A ,
ULTRA VIOLET 
PROTECTION
'lICHAf.l S '1ICHAFI S a n y  f r a m e s  w i t h  | | MICHAfl'S
OPTIC AI WITH 4 BOX MINIMUM PUffCHAST 1Ï OPTIC AI p u r c h a s e  o f  l e n s e s !  1 OPTICAL
With Th* Purchas* of 
Scratch Roalatant 
Coating
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Brew Crew
continued from page 44 
expertise on the art of brewing.
Now tliey are brewing five 
gallons at a time and making the 
process into an artistic challenge.
“Just recently 1 added french 
oak chips to a batch and named 
It‘Fire in the Hole,’” Quinn said. 
“ It was really good and I could­
n’t believe that oak chips would 
give it such a great flavor.”
Panofsky said he has also made 
a variety of beers ranging from 
ciders to amber ales.
rhe two friends purchase their 
ingredients from a local store 
that specializes in beer-brewing 
supplies.They also bought empty 
beer bottles online or recycled 
them from friends.
Panofsky and Quinn decided 
to take their love for brewing 
and lead a club where others can 
join in on the fun.
Khalil said the two friends did 
all the work to get the club up 
and running.
“My role is to oversee their 
activities and set agendas to 
ensure students get a good acad­
emic experience out of it,” 
Khalil said. “1 am a big believer 
that students should take on the 
leadership role and Nick and 
Frill are doing just that.”
Since the club is purely 
instructional, it is open fo any­
one, including students who are 
under 21 years old. Underage 
participants are not allowed to 
own or purchase any alcohol and 
must wait to apply what they 
learn until they are of legal 
drinking age.
For more information, email 
Nick Panofsky at
brewclub@caIpoly.edu.
JUST THE FACTS
The Brew Crew was staned 
this year by two students.
W ith the help o f a faculty 
.idviser» members focus on 
the science of brewing beer.
It is open to anyone.
eSUs to boost black 
student enrollment
Tonya Strickland
MUSTANi; OAILY
('alifoniia State University repre­
sentatives heard feedback from 100 
black community leaders regarding 
their desire to impnive the low enroll­
ment rate of black students on C'SU 
campuses.
The ('SU identifies 
itself as the most diverse 
higher education system 
in the country, with 
more than .S3 percent 
students of color. However, the 
22,.SOO black ^students currently 
enmlled in the CSU system make up 
.()(^  percent of the student body.
"These numbers are not high 
enough,” C'SU Chancellor Charles 
Reed said at a summit hosted by the 
National Clovernor’s Association.
Reed said the black community 
presented information at the summit 
that shed new light on the problem, 
which may help to aid in futua* 
efforts to btHist enaillment.
The CSU has been delivering 
hundads of“How to Ciet to College” 
posters to paaiits and teachers of 
middle and high school students 
thaiughout C'alifornia for the past 
four years.
CSU Trustee Herbert C'arter said
open house
CAMPUS
“h o m e  of the  ce n tu ry  c lu b "
M
o n  S a t u r d a y  n i g h t s
iuBL/pypi-j S-
1 5 :0 0 -7 :0 0  e v e r y d a y
I 2 for 1 c o c k t a i ls
I 2 5 %  o f f  *
f o o d  I
'  w h e n  y o u  p r e s e n t  ■
^  C a l  P o l y  l . d .  ^ 673 H iguera''* S LO  • 5 4 4 ^ 6 6 8
C O IN
L A U N D R Y  ^
2020 Parker Street 
San Luis Obispo -
(Across from Sm art it Final) 
Open 8am tir Midnight
Vi. WASH
Good only on
Toes-WiMFThur
Maytag
Neptunes only!
C O IN
L A U N D R Y
1279 Laurel lane 
San Luis Obispo -
(Next to SLO  F re ^  Market) 
Open 7am til* Midnight
KIEL CARREAU MU.siANi. IIAIIY
Currently, 22,500 black students are enrolled in the CSU system.
the content of the posters includes 
information on classes, financial aid, 
grades, tests and deadlines.
“This way, they aa* better prepared 
to get to enter and graduate from col­
lege,” C i^rter said.
F.ven though black enrollment 
rates an* deceasing within the ('SU 
system, the pattern is not a problem 
unique to (!SU cam­
puses alone, said 
(diancellor Robert j. 
Ibrgeneau of UC' 
Berkeley.
In a a*cent Los Angeles Times arti­
cle Birgeneau said that the number of 
black students being enmlled in the 
('SU 2(M)4 fa'shman class is appalling.
"An extaMiie example of this is that 
there is not a single African American 
in applied science and engineering in 
this year’s fa*shnian class,” he said.
('al Poly is also experiencing low 
numbers in black enaillnient.
“I don’t know how it is at other 
scluHiIs but I don’t think ('al Boly is 
very racially diverse in general," liorti- 
cultua* junior Eva Farracco s<iid.
According to Poly View, a fall 2(K)3 
publication of the campus’ 
Institutional Planning and Analysis 
reptirt, the ('al Poly campus has 166 
black undergraduates and seven post- 
baccalaumate students enmlled.
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J i^ne w im , SPriencHu Pe< [^c
Tàstina í^m meurs: Thursday-Monday
^  11-5:30
i 4295 Union Road, 
* Paso Robles
Phone 805-237-8884 
riosecowine.com
G o o d  fo o d .
I t ’ s  w h a t  w e  d o  b e s t .
Bountiful breakfasts, savory siijnature sandwiches and 
delicious dinner entrées — whether you’re hunfçry mornini?, 
noon or night, we’re always serving up fresh, tasty food.
And on Sundays, feast on our Brunch, including traditional 
favorites like our salad bar, carving station, waffle bar, omelettes 
inade-toorder and a decadent pie and bakery treat bar.
We also offer a full service bar and banquet facilities.
8 a.m.-lO p.m. Monday -  Saturday • 9 a.m.-9  p.m. Sunday
Marie CaQender’s
Restaurant & Bakery
Pismo Beach • 2131 Price Street • (805) 7734)606
C A U P O L Y  A R T S
Presents
$5 STUDENT RU SH  TICKETS!!!
(At «viltMs om hwr priar t* cartai«)
DAVE EGGERS
Thursday, April 21, 2005 
8 p.m. - Spanos Theater
"A talented -  yes, staggeringly 
talented new writer"
(New  York Times)
Dave Eggers was a Pulitzer Prize finalist 
for his best-selling *A Heartbreaking 
Work of Staggering Genius” and has 
received critical acclaim for his latest 
story collection, "How We Are Hungry."
Join the  celebrated  author a t the  
Spanos Theatre as he reads from  
his recent w ork and hosts a free ­
w heeling  Q&A w ith the audience.
Special WriterSpeak eniagement with the author 
at Noon on April 2 ht In the Spanos Theatre.
Priientid at part of the College of Liberal Arti 
lyeeuw leeture Series
J
Advance sale student tickets are $17 & $22 and may be purchased 
at the Performing Arts Center Ticket Office - 756-2787
Sponsored by Cat Poly College of Liberal Arts
STUDENT RUSH TICKETS are offered on select Cal Poly Arts season events and are advertised on 
www.calpolyarts.org up to 72 hours prior to an event. Visit the web site anytime and click on 
"What's New" to check which shows are RUSH.
Y O U R  A D  H ER E
Call Mustang LMy Advertising at 756-1143
KATIE ZEALEAR MU.S IANt. DAII.Y I’HOTO III US I RAI ION
thefaœbook: This is you
Socialization via the Internet has 
met its match: thefacebook.com 
is a college-based online database 
for students across the nation
Allison Terry
MUSIANti UAILY
Move over Myspace. Friendster, 
don’t flatter yourself. The face of 
Internet socializing has been 
changed forever by 
t h e f a c e b o o k .
More likely than not, 
you’ve heard of the- 
facebook. In the shad­
ows at Campus Market, in whispers 
before class starts or hidden in the
open house
(JULTURE
dents through social networks.
“Mark Zuckerberg, a student at 
Harvard, had the idea last winter,” said 
Chris Hught"s, co-founder and press 
guy for thefacebook. “He wanted to 
combine an idea for a universal online 
d.itahase with an interactive social 
networking interfice.The idea was an 
extension of the traditional college 
facebooks with terrible freshman ID 
photos and boring information.”
After a few weeks of 
late-night, dorm-txxim 
conversations between 
Zuckerberg, Hughes 
and the three other 
founders, thefacebook was released.
C:al Poly became an official mem-
profiles of frequent AIM users. The her of thefacebook on Sept. 4, 2(M)4.
Web site consumes Cial Poly students 
of all years and majors. The time, 
energy and focus of many students 
has been lost in hnnvsing profile after 
profile, group after group.
Oeated by Harvard students last 
February, www.thefacehook.com is 
an online dimetory that connects stu-
Them an,* now moa' than 6,981 a‘g- 
istead users at Cial Poly and moa- 
than 1,611,029 users faim colleges 
and universities nationwide.
People join thefacebook for a 
variety of reasons: peer pressure, 
boredom or to reconnect with peo­
ple faim high s c Ik k i I. Whatever the
reason, it is important to understand 
the quasi-rules and procedures for 
being a successful facehooker.
Creating the perfect profile
The first step in learning the joys of 
facebooking is to ca*ate a paifile.
Users can include personal infor­
mation such as gender, major, birth­
day, high schcxil and e-mail addresses 
on their profiles. AIM screennames, 
dating interests, relationship status and 
political views are stamlaixl informa­
tion catagories. The creativity starts 
when users list their interests, clubs 
and jobs, favorite music, Ixxiks, 
movies and quotes.
Brevity is key during pnifile cre­
ation. Listing all the artists from your 
iP(xl colIectit>n is unnecessarv' — let 
people catch a glimpse of personality, 
hut don’t show off all the gtxxlies.The 
point is to intrigue people.
“A lot of people try to pa-seiit a 
better image on thefacelxxik,” jour­
nalism senior Aimee C^orser s^ iid. “I 
see thefacebook, page 47
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continued from pagp 46 
tliink some people think of their pm- 
tile as a ji>ke ... and gt) overboard on 
tlieir interests and personal informa­
tion.”
Business administration junior 
leremiah Kosenthal said he thinks it 
really (.lepends on the person, whether 
or not it is the real them.
*'If someone is a real psycho, they 
aren’t going to put that on their pro­
file. saying. ‘Hey, don’t talk to me — 
I’m a real psycho,”’ Kosenthal bid. 
“So I guess you have to read every­
thing there skeptically and make sure 
that you really know the people.”
There aa* 3,.S06 single people fn>m 
Cbl Boly signed up on 
thefacebook, which pro- 
\ ides easy access to find­
ing datable people.
C'orser noticed a hot 
guy who w'as listed as a 
friend’s friend, so she 
decided to check him 
out.
“I clicked onto his 
profile page and after 
reailing it and seeing that 
we had many things in 
common, including 
mutual friends, i sent him a message.” 
(lorser said. “He responded and we 
st.irted ctimmunicating thanigh the- 
t.icelxHik and AIM.”
(airser finally met up w ith her guy 
•ind they started otFicially dating after 
two weeks.
"I hate tt) admit that I met my guy 
online, hut so far, so good,” she said.
Adding friends, new and old
Once the pmfile is complete, it is 
tinu to find people who are worthy 
to “add to frieniLs.”
Kosenthal joined thefacebook 
hec.uise it seemed like a gtHid w'ay to 
avoid his accounting homework. 
Since his acceptance to thefacebook 
network, Ikosenthal has added more 
ihan 1()0 friends.
“It’s just kinda funny that I seem to 
get a bunch in tlurries,” Kosenthal 
'aid. “Like a certain gnnip of people 
that I know’ all of a sudden find the- 
t.icelxKik and all add me.”
riie best {Jwiips to join arc random ones, llic more 
ridiculous, the better. ''The Bob Ross Tan Clnbj' “I 
Love Tat Chicks in Party Hats*' and " Tony Bennett 
is My Adopted Grandpa” are just a few of the {^^ rotips 
that represent the unique and strai{qe people who could 
possibly be sitth\q next to yon in class.^^
The amount of friends Kosenthal 
has is not important to him, he said. 
And he especially doesn’t like to add 
friends he doesn’t really know.
“I really don’t want people to claim 
to be my friend it 1 can’t even wave at 
them or give them hugs,” Kosenthal 
said. “So I kinda just ignore them and 
hope they go away. If I happen to see 
them randomly on campus and they 
thmw up the hello wave, then I’ll let 
them be my friend.”
THEFACEBOOK
FUNCTIONS
• make a profile
• view profiles
• upload a phoro
• add friends from 
Cal Poly or other 
schools
• Join groups
• poke
• send messages
the rightJoining 
groups
Once friends are 
added and social worthi­
ness is established, it is 
time to jump into the 
deep end of the social 
network pool and join a 
group ... or 37.
There is an infinite 
number on thefacebook, 
and they are divided into 
four general categories; common 
interest, fraternirv'/sorority, sports and 
organizations.
C^ne ot the biggest groups on the- 
tacebook is the C^ollege Student 
Army with 1,781 members. (Iroup 
founder and mechanical engineering 
fa*shman Michael Kelly described its 
purpose on the group’s pmfile: “We 
am the CCollege Student Army, W’e 
fight for what is .iwesome.Tlien." is too 
much that is lame and we need you to 
aid our cause.”
Fmm Ntir- to So-('aI pride, con­
servatives to liberals and spixiners tti 
non-spooners, groups allow people to 
share common philosophies, ideas and 
appreciation for the bizarm in a way 
that isn’t alw.iys admittable in person.
The best groups to join am- random 
ones. The mom ridiculous, the better. 
“The Bob Koss Tan Cdub,” “I Love 
Fat Cdiicks in Tarty Hats” and “Tony 
Bennett is My Adopted Cirandpa” am
just a few of the groups that represent 
the unique and strange people who 
could possibly be sitting next to you 
in class.
To poke back or hide poke
Once the user creates a profile, adds 
friends and joins groups, the jungle of 
thefacebook is ready to be explored.
Then one day, unassumingly, it will 
happen. You will sign on thefacebook 
and it will be there waiting for you.
You have been ... poked.
The poke has no clearly-defined 
purpose, intention or design. It could 
be a friendly gmeting; a flirtatious 
acknowledgment; a secret; sexual 
desire or simply poking fun.
“It really only means what users 
make it out to mean,” Hughes said. 
“So no, I don’t think it always has a 
sexual connotation.”
In retaliatitm to the poke, you are 
allow'ed to “poke back” or “hide 
poke.” This epitomizes quite possibly 
the biggest dilemma thefacebook 
users will ever encounter.
The social interaction of college 
students will never be the same 
because most people embrace the 
change it has had on their lives, while 
others try to play otl the magnitude of 
its addicting power.
“I would be perfectly fine if it shut 
down toniormw and never used it 
again,” aenispace engineering fresh­
man Aaron Zevenbergen said. “But it 
is mally handy for keeping in touch 
with friends from high school, trying 
to remember that guy down the hall’s 
name or stalking people ... if you are 
into that. ”
liditor's Sole: In the spirit of elec­
tronic communication, all interview­
ing for this article was done via the- 
faceb(H)k’s messaging system or e- 
mail. No mal human contact was 
actually made.
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Support, training 
help transition
MATT WFXiriTR Mt'siA.Nt: DAin
Sports provide student athletes with friendship, support and improved 
time management in college, but athletics can also be time consuming.
With about SOO athletes and 
20 teams, C'aJ Poly encourages 
prospective students to tr\' out 
lor its athletics program
Emily Rancer
V1UMAN(. DAIIY
After s\\ limning for 13 years and 
tlm>m:luHit high school, sophoinoa' 
Julie Heiners decided to take her 
sport to the next level and swim for 
Cal Poly. While her six-dav swim­
ming schedule is exhausting, she 
loves hmademiig her social circle and 
gaming the support of an entire team 
thnuigh college.
“Its defimtelv hard to manage 
your time,” Demers said. “Hut its 
worth It heeaiise it keeps you in 
shape and it helps you meet a lot of 
friends. And voii get to be a part of a 
team that’s dedicated ind vvorkim: 
together.”
With about .SOU athletes dispersed 
among 20 teams, Cal Poly eiieoiir- 
ages prospective students to trv out 
for Its athletic programs, often Uir the 
same reasons I Teniers mentioned.
To eiieonrage top athletes to pl.iy 
for (Xil Poly, half of all athletes are 
given some stirt of scholarship.
Athletic Director Alison C'one 
sail! that each sport is limited by the 
NCAA as to how many scholarships 
It can award. CXil Ptily h.is 170 full 
scholarships but “a lot of those are 
bmken down” so that more players 
can receive aid.
Jessica Eggleston, a sophomore 
women’s basketball player, received a 
full scholarship when she was
recruited.
“I a'ally enjoved .ithletics in high 
^chool and I did basketball and 
track." Eggleston said. “1 tlioiiglu I 
h.id a lot of potential in Kisketball. It 
gave me an opportinntv ti> h.ive mv 
"our years paid for.”
Eggleston describes her experi- 
.nee as “woiKlertlil” .nid noted that 
‘having that kind of support gnnip 
.ill the time and imtiallv when von 
get here is great.”
S i nil lari V.
freshman Evan o p e n  H o U S e 
Harhre waiiteil 47T^|^"‘\T y T ^ C *  
ti> co iitiiu ie  v WL 
WR'stliiig d u r­
ing his college vears to reach his full 
potential and is glad he has done so.
“The wrestling team is like a tain- 
ily,” Harbre said. “We’re all bmthers.” 
While collegiate sports can tipon 
\\ nuiows to iu.‘w friendship, thev can 
.ilso eoiisuine much spare tune and 
can even push students to miss class 
for games. Practices are usually held 
>ix davs a week U>r two to tliree 
hours depending on the sport.
“When voii’re not swnnming. 
yon re tireil and vou don t want 
'.tudv,” Demers said. “I’m so tired 
when I’m not swimimng that i don’t 
feel like doing schoolwork.”
I Temers saiil. however, that swiin- 
imng has made her manage her time 
better.
“Sometimes I think that I do bet­
ter when I’m swimming because I’m 
more focused and it forces me to 
study and do my homework,”
.see Athletes, page 49
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Cal Poly’s Vic Moreno, ranked No. I, wrestles Arizona State’s Jeremy 
Mendoza at the Pac-10 wrestling tournament. Moreno won 4-2.
Athletes
continued from page 48 
I)cMiicrs said.“So in a way, its better. 
Its more ditFicult but better.”
Oecause large time blocks must be 
carved out of an athletes schedule 
every d.ty. Cal Poly athletes are given 
top priority for class registration in 
their respective seasons. This allows 
them to pick classes that fall around 
their practice times.
For some students, however, their 
favorite sport is not offered directly 
through C'al Polys athletic depart­
ment and they instead must turn to 
ASI’s collegiate sports instead.
Junior Kevin Lynch pkayed boys 
volleyball in high school but no offi­
cial team existed at Cal Poly. Instead 
he plays through the club team, 
which is mostly self-funded.
“Our coach is an alumnus so he 
just volunteers,” Lynch said. “I think 
most guys get paid but our guy does 
it for free.”
Unlike the moR* rigorous practice 
and game schedules of official teams, 
club sports like men’s volleyball 
practice around six hours a week
and have tournaments against other 
college club teams from around the 
country on the weekends.
For students interested in playing 
either official or club sports for C'al 
Poly next year, C'one suggests con­
tinuing the sport in high school and 
contacting a C'al Poly coach.
“Each coach can address the issue 
of where the scholarships are,” C'one 
said. Hut, she said, scholarships must 
be w'orked out with the coach before 
a player arrives at C'al Poly. Because 
club sports are self-funded, no schol­
arships are available.
“If you decide to (play sports), 
make sure to make that commitment 
and then go for it,” Eggleston said. 
“Thea* aa‘ a lot of people out thea 
to support you.”
“Tr>' out and make sure that you 
really love the sport,” Barba* said. 
“And don’t give up easily.
JUST THE FACTS
Students interested in playing 
a spc)rt in college should 
continue play in high school 
and contact a Cal roly coach.
'
SHIELA SOBCHIK MUSIANU DAll Y
^phomore Jessica Eggleston shoots a jump shot during a home game. 
Eggleston received a full scholarship when she was recruited.
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Havins Faith in the battle for equality
Cal Pol)' women’s basketball 
bead coach 1 aith Mimnaugh 
battled inequalit)' issues as a 
woman athlete since her youth
l.eah Mori
Ml ’SVAM. DAIIV
Filth Minin.uigh rcinenil-'ris her first hasketb.ill. ,t ('hriNiiius present from her older hn>tli- 
er, iletl.ited .iiui stuffed in ,i pe.iiuit 
blitter j.ir.
At I 1 ye.irs old, she begged nui 
ple.uled tor ,i b.ill. and sifting 
through the presents around the 
tree, searching for that specific gift 
and not finding it, she thought she 
was “done for.” Hut she was hardly 
disappointed when she opened the 
peanut butter jar.
“ It w.is a green and gold b.isket 
ball." Miinnaugh said, then looked
down at her
O pen house Cal Poly jacket
and laughed. 
“C'al Poly col­
ors — how 
'bout that? They were also my high 
school colors — green and gold.” 
While the colors foreshadowed 
what was to come, the “best present 
she ever had” would start a passion 
for the game that would consume 
her life and kindle a struggle to be 
considered equal in what was once a 
man s world.
Miinnaugh has battled inequality 
since she entered Lively Junior High 
in Illinois.Title IX, prohibiting gen­
der discrimination in education, was 
enacted but not enforced because it 
was relatively new and the school 
didn’t offer a girls’ basketball team.
The administration assured her 
that it wasn’t a problem, and she was 
placed on the boys’ team as a point 
guard. Her talent showed thmugh 
immediately and she was asked to 
join a tniveliiig team.
Mimnaugh’s parents were Mip 
portive. though her mother \\ is 
concerned for her safetv. Hut aft, r
W OMEN’S
sports
pn^rcssion tointni cqiialiiy
1 9 7 3  —  20 0 3
rcali.'ing lur daughter could lio 
her own .ig.mist the boys, shr w.is 
comfortable with it.
t >thers weren’t so acci'pting.
"t file time we pl.ised ,i ir.ivehng 
te.im ,md one of the opiK'smg 
coa, lies was sehementiv opposed to 
me pl.ising,’’ .Miinnaugh rec.illed. 
■’1 le b.isic.ilK forfeited the g.ime — 
he refused to play against me.’’
I he next time the teams pla\ed, 
competing for .i position in the 
pla\iitfs, the co.ich did not back 
dow n.
“He told I l l s  team to 
di' .untiling the\
I oiikt to get me out 
of the game." she 
s.ud. •“ fhey punched 
me.W hen I was near 
the sidelines on a 
dribble, the team-^] 
mates wtiuld tr\ tor 
trip me. so it was 
interesting. You 
could say I saw the 
ugly side of sports 
anil have been fight­
ing for equal rights 
ever since."
Later on. she came 
up against another girl 
on the boys’ team of 
Lively’s cross-town 
rival. At a time w hen 
Hillie Jean King and 
Sheila Young were
making an interna­
tional impact on 
equality in the sports 
w’orld, the two girls 
were making an
impression in their 
honietow n.
“All these people 
were breaking bar­
riers and providing 
opportunities fVir
women, and (the coinnumitv) saw 
us, basically in our own little, small 
world ,is doing the same thing,” 
Miinnaugh said. “ That w.is an awe­
some opportunity — pioneer work, 
I guess, but people came before me 
w ho w'ere doing that. I would never 
have had opportunities without 
them.”
High school and college were 
less controversial for Miinnaugh, as 
i she played on women’s teams. 
Though short for a basketball 
phiyer at 5 foot I inch, she 
made up for it by being a 
crafty little point 
guard" as she was 
called by a writer 
from the (diicago 
Sun-Times, eventual­
ly leading her Elk 
(¡rove High School 
team to the Illinois 
state championship.
She w'as recruited 
by Loyola University 
111 Chicago and started 
in every game of her 
college career. She was 
a selfless player, leading 
the nation wdth 316 
assists during the 19H4 
season, which ranks as 
the sixth-highest, sin­
gle-season total in 
NCAA history.
After college, 
Mimnaugh played 
for the Newcastle 
Scorpions in
Australia for four 
seasons where she 
was pushed into a 
coaching posi­
tion and found 
her calling. She 
was also once 
more faced with 
inequalities.
After submitting an applic.ition for 
a men’s .issistint coach opening .it a 
university, Mimnaugh ’ received no 
reply. She was never cont.icted bv the 
school, e\'eii to let her know she was 
not being consitieivd for the position.
4'he head coaching position at the 
University of Evansville brought 
w ith it st.irtling inequalities .is well.
1’he men’s he.id coach earned 
almost four times Mimnaugh’s start 
ing salary and received prefereiiti.il 
treatment regarding practice times, 
file womeii’s team would practice 
early in the morning or late at night 
because the men’s coach refiised to 
share the g\ in in the afternoon - just 
so he cotild be home for dinner 
every night.
After coaching in a frustrating 
environment, Mimnaugh made the 
move to (¡al Holy, which she has 
found to be fair in practices of gen­
der equity.
While currently in her seventh 
season .is head coach, Mimnaugh 
remains in the minority of female 
head coaches in a university setting. 
Though (?al Holy is one of just H) 
schools to employ a female athletic 
director, there are just two other 
female Mustang head coaches.
In the Hig West Conference, only 
six of the lO women’s basketball 
head coaches are women, a disturb­
ing trend, since men’s teams are pri­
marily coached by men and more 
than half of women’s teams are 
coached by men.
If given the opportunity to coach 
a men’s team, Mimnaugh would take 
it to pmvide more opportunities for
women.
♦ * I. ♦It’s something that I’ve talked to 
my kids about .is far as taking on 
leadership challenges,” she said. 
“Those nuy be within the home, 
those may be w'ithin the workplace, 
but allowing your assets to be utilized 
instead of buried. I want all of 
my pkiyers to recognize and 
appa*yiate the gifts they have."
see Faith, page 51
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■‘11.litio of the Si-Xi» '
t m i
WNBA lucks off
M m  IIiM im  leads the 
USA to a Women s 
World Cup
1997
SorenstM» 
dehtits on the 
P(iA Tour
T op  clu bs on  cam p u s focus o n  religion  an d  cu ltu re
There are .several hundred clubs 
lor student.s to get involved in; 
here's a look at the top campus 
clubs b) num ber of members
Tiffany Dias
MUSTANi
Canipii: (.¡riisade is a non .icadc 
mic club that aims to “give c\  ^ r\ 
student at Cal Holy and ( ui'st.i 
(¡ollegi the opportunity to hear the 
good news about Jesus ('.hrist."
Students connect through small 
prayer groups, retreats and weekly 
meetings in Chumash Auditorium 
at 8 p.m. For more information 
about Campus Crusade, contact 
Jamey Pappas at
jamcy.pappas@uscm.org
K< HK Hoosters is .itfiliated with 
the ( Aillege of I iberal .Arts but does 
n«)i operate like most clubs on cam­
pus. KCHK Boosters run the uni­
versity radio st.ition.
“We ha\e el.-nients 
ol a regular club, but 
K(?HR runs 24-hours- 
.1-d.iy," said Tyler 
J«)hnson, KCMML club representative.
There are currently HK) members 
in the club that come from all col­
leges on campus, (¡ontact Johnson 
at (805) 788-0711 for more infor­
mation.
• • •
The Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual 
United Club is a coalition of stu­
dents from all orientations that pro­
o u e n  house
CÄMPUS
vides“a forum for discussion of per­
tinent issues, social interaction, 
political activism, comnumit)’ out­
reach and education of the universi­
ty at large."
The (11 HU has 
undergone several 
changes since its 
beginning in 1974.
After a name change 
and a new structure for their week­
ly meetings, the (¡LHU has 
increased attendance and h.as made 
the GLHU the largest gay and les­
bian organization in the CSU sys­
tem.
• • •
Hillel is a non-academic club. 
“ It’s a place for Jewish kids to hang 
around and interact with each
other,” Hillel president Micah 
I )ekofsky said.
Their objective is to provude 
“Jewish college students a nurturing 
environment to express their her­
itage. San Luis (7bispo has a grow ­
ing gremp of Jewish students who 
are dedicated to expanding the 
Jewish community in San Luis 
Obispo.”
For more information, contact 
Micah Dekofsky at (818) 731-2272 
or visit their website hillelofsan- 
luisobispo.org
• • •
The Pilipino Cultural Exchange, 
known as PCE, has represented the 
Pilipino students on campus for 30 
years.
Four students founded PCE in 
1973. Their goal was to promote 
cultural .iwareness for the Hilipino 
people. HCF. oilers choir, traditional 
and modern dance as well as 
forums, as part of their membership 
Their objective is “serving as a 
forum for sharing Hilipino tradi­
tions; enhancing cultural; values 
maintaining a spirit of fellowship 
and unity; exploring cultural ori­
gins; creating new friendships; pro­
moting academic achievement; cel­
ebrating scholarly excellence; 
empowering members with • an 
unshakable sense of pride confi­
dence and self awareness.”
For more information, contact 
Nicole at nchubb@calpoly.edu. ,
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CrosswortOSSWO d I Edited by Will Shortz No. 0303
ACROSS 32 French author 54 
1 Chicken coop co-founded
37 Spheres
38 Major success
material L« Nouvelle 55
, , Revue 
5 IdiosyfKrasies Française 56
9 Where captains 33 Epitome of 57
9° grace 53
14 Others, in Latin 34 screens, filters 59
15 Suffix with and such
depend
16 Not upright
17 Aardvark ^
feature tcnecs piece ^
19 With 13-Down,
“I’ll get those 41 Expensive box 2 
42 Word with salt
20 Makes a or root 3
enirance ^enudiiLB 'Wheel of
22 Furrow maker Fortune," 1952 ®
23 Revolutionary 45 city  on the Oka ®
^ader ^  “Indiana Jones" ,
24 Pact genre
27 Saucy 52 With 12-Down, ®
28 Garden party? fiery guy?
31 Calculus 53 Common *
calculation football .spread 10
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
□OB BBlâBO
I Alo]!
B U B  B B a B a U B ia Q O
B
A N 0 S L
P
L E E T
A
0 W N E
M E T R 0
B R 0 N c
M
M
N
21
Granny and 
Windsor
Dagger part
Fax button
Horse___
Part of YS.L
Western tourist 
destination
DOWN
Washington 
locale, with “the"
“The Time 
Machine" race
Belt, perhaps
Sinatra standard
Got tight
“Peace __
time"
Bra spec
Squared
accounts
Scout’s find
Chen of “S.N.L ”
“Waiting for 
God’
philosopher
See 52-Across
See 19-Across
Squirrel, to 
35-Down
“___stand'
(Martin Luther 
declaration)
Kind of tie
Santa___,
Calif.
It may be 
spontaneous
It comes in fits
1
14
'7
?0
24
31
W
ITS"
lib
p r
?1
10 13
KT
Puzzle by Byron W»M*n
29 Famous phrase- 
turner
30 Long key
32 Place settings, 
collectively
33 Quick appraisal 
of legitimacy
35 Proverbial start 
of great things
48
36 Acts like a 
peacock
41 Taoism founder
42 Family matters?
44 Salon supply
45 Reproductive 
cell
46 Names a price
47 Punish, in a 
way
48 Mid sixth- 
century year
49 Iris container
50 Western 
vacation 
destination
51 Pulls the plug 
on
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute, or, with a 
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS 
Online subscriptions; Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34 95 a year). 
Share tips; nytimes.com/puzzleforum Crosswords for young 
solvers; nytimes.com/learning/xwords
Mustang Daily.
Home of the crossword puzzle
Faith
continued lirom page 50
In addition to fighting gender 
inequities at universities, there are 
changes to be made in the eommu- 
nity. Mimnaugh was appalled by the 
gender discrimination at youth 
league games m north San Luis 
Obispo tA)unty. T he hoys’game had 
two referees, used a score dock and 
took place on the main gyin floor, 
while the girls’ game was relegated 
to a side court, with one referee and 
a dip chart denoting the score.
“That’s how we’re educating 
young people today, and that part 
blew my mind,” she said. “We’re still 
telling hoys‘You throw like a girl’ — 
and that is unacceptable — that we 
would again push away women in a 
substandard role.”
After the game, she wrote a letter 
asking about the education of young 
people today, and if the images of 
women as second-rate citizens will * 
continue to be perpetuated.
“(Inequality) still exists and it just 
infuriates me,” she said. “It’s not 
about Title IX and having the law do 
it, it’s about doing it because it’s the 5 
right thing. And until we get there, 
I’m going to keep pressing, and I 
hope the players that I’ve coached 
keep pressing and 1 hope all the ' 
women here at ('al l\)ly keep press­
ing. We want to make a change.”
riioiigh she faced challenges i 
because of her love for basketball, 
they were worth it. Mimnaugh 
knows she helped pave a way for 
women following her, and continu­
ally gives credit to those who came 
before her.
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HELP WANTED
The M ustang Dally is looking  for 
a new C lassified Ad Manager.
Must be responsible, 
organized, and enjoy working with 
people. Part-time, flexible hours, 
and you get to work with a super 
cool staff.
Contact Paul or Christi at 
756-1143
Swim Instructors
Enthusiastic and committed 
5 Cities Swim Club 481-6399
Delivery Drivers-must be able to 
lift 50-f lbs., FT or PT, 
apply in person at Taylor Rental 
2790 Broad. SLO.
Day Camps Seek Summer Staff 
San Fernando and Conejo Valley 
S2800-F (888)784-CAMP 
\www. workatcamp.com/slo
Movie E x tra s /M o d e ls  Needed!!
Candidates needed for crowd and 
background scenes for local 
productions. No exp. reql!
All looks needed!! Up to $22 
hourly!! Call 1800-280-0177
Identity Theft
The fastest growing college 
campus crime! Protect yourself 
3nd earn income protecting others. 
Contact Spenoer Denms -  Slnergy 
Enterprises 710-2002
HELP WANTED
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS 
Children’s sleep-away camp, 
Northeast Pennsylvania (6/18- 
8/14/05). If you love children and 
want a caring, fun environment, we 
need Directors and Instructors for: 
Tennis. Swimming (W.S.I. 
preferred), Golf, Gymnastics, 
Cheerleading, Drama. High & Low 
Ropes, Team Sports, Waterskiing.
Sailing. Painting/Drawing, 
Ceramics, Silkscreen, Printmaking, 
Batik, Jewelry, Calligraphy, 
Photography, Sculpture. Guitar, 
Aerobics, Self-Defense, Video, 
Piano. Other staff: 
Administrative/Driver (21-f), 
Nurses (RN’s and Nursing 
Students), Bookkeeper, Mothers’ 
Helper. On campus interviews 
April 17th. Call 1-800-279-3019 or 
apply online at 
wvrw. cam pway negi rl s. com
LA Area Summer Camps 
www.daycampjobs.com/slo
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn $100-$200/shift. No 
experience necessary. 
International Bartender School 
will be back in SLO one week only. 
Day/Eve. classes. Job placement- 
pt. time/full time openings, limited 
seating, call today 
1-800«89-4109 .
www.bart«mhisa.|a ^
HELP WANTED
Mystery Shoppers Need to work at 
local establishments.
No experience required, training 
provided, multiple positions FT/PT 
up to $19/hour 
call 1800-724-2078
FUN - SUMMER CAMP JOBS 
www.daycampjobs.com/slo
Pismo Beach A th le tic  Club
Part time, weight floor and front 
desk. Evenings and weekends. 
Call 773-3011
Great Summer Jobs! 
Making a difference in the lives of 
children can make a big difference 
in YOUR life. YMCA Camp 
Tulequoia & YMCA Skate Camp 
have openings for camp 
counselors, lifeguards, food 
service, and maintenance. Camp 
Jobs are for Everyone: If you love 
children and enjoy the outdoors, 
you qualify for many camp jobs. 
Get a jump start on your career: 
Experience at camp translates 
into excellent management skills.
(559) 627-0700 
www.camptq.org & 
wvirw. s katecarnf). org
FOR SALE
Hide-a-Bed Couch 
$20, good condition 
Call 546-8685 ASAP
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Find out what your home is worth 
online.
Visit
www.SuttonHomeTeam.com 
ReMax 7 Cities
Moebius
The latest edition: Sustainability 
The next edition: Movies in Mind
www.cla.calpoly.edu/Moebius/ 
Check it out.
RENTAL HOUSING
Your o ff cam pus housing c e n te r-  
Farrell Smyth Real E state and 
Property M anagem ent.
For renta l in form ation call 
543-2636 . Online rental 
lis t a t w w w .farre llsm yth.com  
For in form ation and a lis t of 
hom es and condos fo r sale ca ll 
543-2172
Cedar Creek unit 25B 
2 bed, 2 bath, tile floors, new 
carpet, W & D, fridge in unit, walk 
to Cal Poly "
t*. ■“ •41400/mo, Call Jeff -  -■
" 818-395-2886 '
RENTAL HOUSING
Act first, live where, and with who 
you want 05-06 
College Garden Apts 
Call 805-544 3952 
www.slorentals.com 
Now accepting applications
HOMES FOR SALE
Free list of all houses and condos 
for sale in SLO. Call Nelson Real 
Estate 546-1990 or email 
steve@slohomes.com
Active list of houses & condos for 
sale. 20 years experience. 
Marguerite 440-2417 or 
mmaxwell@calpoly.edu
2 bed, 1 bath condo perfect for 
students and close to downtown. 
$369.900 709-9092
Ten Best Buys 
Visit
www.SuttonHomeTeam.com 
for the ten best buys in your price 
range and area.
ReMax 7 Cities
GET YOUR CLASSIFIED ADJN 
THE DAILY NOW!! 756-1143
GRAND OPENING
Creative Dimensions Sleep Center 
World of Futons
Pacific Coast Center • M adonna & Higuera •  595 -1550
Futon Frames
Starting at: $69.95
Free Cover with Frame & Mattress
A Mattress Like No Other!
•PEDIC
P R E S S U R E  REL IEV ING  
S W E D IS H  M A T T R E S S  AND PILLOW
Prime Outlets o f Pismo Beach • 333 Five Cities r. •  556 - 0804
T a s te s  L ik e
~ '"VV
W ELCOME
NEW & PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS
25%
OFF
ALL ALPINE 
PRODUCTS
1123 W. Grand Avenue •  Grover Beach, CA
805.474.8743
H Q I N l Q A m s i Ü R A
Servicing all A cu ra  & H onda M odels i||(
0
Accord
Civic
CRV
Odyssey
Pilot
S2000
Insight
©
A C U R A
RL
TL
CL
RSX
NSX
MDX
Type-S
student Special
10%  OFF
ALL W O R K
SERVIN G HONDA 
PRODUCTS  
EX C LU SIV ELY  FOR  
26
¿ i
B B S
~ 1 ~
cmifounia
4 3 5  M a r s h  S t r e e t ,  S a n  L u i s  O b i s p o  5 4 4 - 9 1 9 8
I
t  t ’I
Create Your Own Pizza Award-Winning Combos Fresh Salads
WHdeBread
♦ ,
S T T T T ---------r r ------------r' "aw
M  ^i n ^
CinnaBread
— . „ y
\ 'l
Bottomiess Sodas Cold Beer on Tap
X-LARGEH q q  !
1-Tapml^zza 1 1 +  tax I
10 OIUPON NEEDED. Musi show valid student a  | 
Additioiial i Gooinutt Tonungs Extra Not good with other offers. |
Voted SiO'i B&Hr Pizzz 16 +ii*te#j -  T ¡»es f^ eaidcfi’ Poll
i  ■
1DD0 Higuera St
5 4 t iH 2 0
Check out our menu, deals & more at;
www.woodstocksslo.com
p m c
P I Z Z A
'acials • Body Treatment • Manicure • Pedicure • Medical Grade Microdermabrasion • M assage  Therapy* FDA Approved Endermologie Treatment
H '
E n h a n c e  the  h e a l th  a n d  b e a u t y  of  y o u r . s k i n . . .
w i t h o u t  i n t e r r u p t in g  y o u r  busy  l i fes ty le .
N
F D A  A p p r o v e d
New Skin Tightening Procedure
• P h o to r e ju v e n a t io n
• N o n i n v a s i v e  C o r re c t iv e  Treatments  
for v a r ic o s e  veins & sp ider  veins
•L a s e r  H a i r  Removal
• C l e a r l i g h t  - A c n e  Photoc lean ing  Treatment  
A c n e  Scars
featuring:
Jan Marini55km Research
Laser
C e n t e r
Student Discount
50%  OFF
Any one service with coupon 
(excludes Tighten procedure) 
Limit one per client, not valid with 
any other offer.
Expires 8 /0 1 /0 5
 ^jiA.
(805) 543-1320 
1170 Pacific St.. SLO 
www.centrajcoastlas0 f.com ,. ,,,
...■I*'*' .. ’ .
(805) 541-4900 
1076 Pacifc St.. SLO 
(kCom
1 0 %  off there after with 
valid student i.d.
If you don’t want to 
break the bank,
perhaps you 
shouldn’t get
your college loan
from one.
At Chela Education Financing, you’ll get the 
guidance you need and the loans you deserve.
As a leading California-based student loan provider, 
Chela offers savings and benefits that banks don’t:
■ Waiver of federal government 3% origination fee
■ immediate interest rate discounts
Rates as low as 1.62%
Savings of up to $1,700 over life of loan
For the lowest cost option that fits you best call
8 6 & 3 4 .C H E L A  (2 4 3 5 2 )
and speak with an Education Finance Specialist today! *
* Bosed on actual oHermgs as of Maicti ?00& Mimmum belatxre and additional restrictions apply Calculation is based 
on $10,000 loan. Actual savings may vary. Students attending participating sctKXils in Calitornia or CaiHomta 
residents with Stafford Loans first disbursed on or after March 2005, are eiigrble for a fee rebate. Zero-fee is available 
to students attending panlcipating sctxxils that have Stafford Loans first disbursed on or after March 2006. Call an 
Education Finance S()ecialist at 865.79.CHELA (24352) or visit cheiastudentloans.org tor more details. Rates and 
other terms sub|er:1 to change without notice.
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896A Foothill Blvd.
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University Square 
Shopping Center,
(next to New Frontiers) 
San Luis Obispo, 93405
541-4101
■WA
X
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-Clp"sest shop to campus
L /
-Open 7 days a week
-Bikes, Accessories 
& Repair
Í
Í:
tl
•4
-For the same price as 
a year parking pass, we 
can set you up with a 
bike and lock!
' » ■' ' * i ' v T j  r r  , f 1 »  1 t
I I
Albertsons
Helping make your life easier.“
\
um n
•r* ^  f t
SLO
Roasted Coffee
Bulk. Select Varieties
~4ét
Pepsi or Diet Pepsi 
12-pack, 12 oz. Cans,
SeiecT Varieties. >C R V  
W here  Applicable, Limit 4 Total
3  Sm upto296 
~  on J w«h cirt
Firestone Ale 
or Lager
6-pack. l2oz.8ott)es.
Selea Varieties.
+CPV Where Applicable
Sm  up to 2 00 
wirtiarO
<5i.
WeVe
Lowered Prices 
on the items YO U  BUY MOST!
^  SMupw too lb wirhcard
Sav-on O sco  
Phone Card
120 Mirnjtes
'■■X'
Sai* up to I0y(o«2
| b  G E rO n 0
Free
Identical item only
t
■ ¿55c
^  Rôtisserie Chicken
Original. Lemon Pepper, 
Garlic and Herb 
or Chipotle. 24 oz
CAAO
P t i C f
Sw*#toS0
iMdittrP
Fresh Baked 
French Bread
16 or.
Hot Daily at 4.'00 pm.
.tr .
Sav-on O seo  o r HomeLife 
Single-Use Flash Cameras
3-pack. 35 mm. 81 Exposures
Sm # w  700 oWi card
O O U O O ^^
Video Rental
LIMIT I Renol per coupon. I coupon 
per customer. Offer vakd 4/IS/OS thru 
4/21/OS only at your 1314 Madonna Rd, 
San Luis OtMpoAliertsons
Good on'y at 771 ►oonn- 0.3 San Luis O&ispo Albe-tsori Siire
Receive a 
Com ^insenury 
Pastry with the 
purchase of any 
Venti Starbucks 
Beverage.
A  'Hnrtsony
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P fu a f AMW.ISTHIUiUm2<.»0S«r n i  PeeClittid.aiid IIH
VHiJt www^tTertffOfif.pom for n/bom*y saving coupons buying guide«, nnead khuas ai
OFF
C A R D
PRICE
WATnknid
Card
G o o d  for a 112 Barrel 
Keg Beer
Bud, M iller o r  C oors.
Select Vaneties.
15 Galioo, 18-12 oz. Servings
LIMIT I Coupon per customer. Offir 
valid 4/1S/OS thru 4/21/OS only at 
1314 Madonna Rd. or 771 FoothiRd, 
San Lun Otxspo At>ertsons
Aftertaow «om.
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